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News In Brief
Opening day of Dark Air Cured
auction sales slated for Dec. 10
The opening of the Dark Air Cured auction sales are scheduled
for Wednesday, Dec. 10 in Mayfield and Thursday, Dec. 11 in
Murray. The following week sales will be on Dec. 17 in Mayfield
and and Dec. 18 in Murray.
Since the air cured crop is much smaller this year, producers
should be prepared to sell their crop in fewer sale days. The
market will probably close sooner this year due to the small crop.
More sale days will be scheduled as they are needed.

Funds for HEAP exhausted
on first day of applications
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Funds for the Home Energy
Assistance Program were used up the first day of the application
period Monday in six of Kentucky's 15 area development
districts.
The Cabinet for Human Resources offices accepted more than
43,600 applications Monday of the 54,000 that could be approved,
cabinet spokesman Brad Hughes said.
This phase of the HEAP grants included $5.4 million for lowincome families seeking aid in paying winter heating bills. The
money was allocated to area development districts based on the
estimated percentage of families with incomes below the poverty
level.
The funds were exhausted Monday in about 30 counties in the
Big-Sandy, Buffalo Trace, gumberlEuid Valley, Gateway and
Kentucky River districts in eastern Kentucky and in the Purchase district in western Kentucky — about 30 counties.
The program was expected to close in most other area development districts today and probably in all districts by Wednesday,
Hughes said.
Applications for the third and final round of HEAP grants this
winter will be taken Jan. 5, 1987.

Elsewhere...
the 1.s. isted Pry,.

SEOUL, South Korea — North Korea reports today that President Kim II Sung greeted the leader of Mongolia in Pyongyang. If
true, the reort dispels the mystery of Kim's whereabouts. Some
reports had said he had been assassinated a day earlier in a
shootout.
WASHINGTON — Secretary of State George P. Shultz says the
United States must reassert its anti-terrorism doctrine amid the
public debate over a U.S. arms shipment to Iran.
PARIS — Gunmen believed to be left-wing terrorists shot and
killed Georges Besse, president of the state-run Renault
automobile company. The slaying marked a renewal of violence
In Paris, which last September had a series of five bombings that
left 10 people dead.
WASHINGTON — Huge stock market profits rolled up by Ivan
Boesky through inside tips are likely to generate enough political
pressure for congressional investigations, industry experts say.

America's governors
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Grand jury
probe is now
behind him,
Carroll says

Thwarting
prosecutors
object of
taking fifth
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP —
Former Gov. Julian Carroll, bidding to rid his current gubernatorial campaign of its biggest
cloud, said he reluctantly invoked the Fifth Amendment during
an investigation of his administration as a means of
thwarting vengeful prosecutors.
Carroll said his legal counsel
advised him to assert the constitutional right to avoid selfIncrimination because of a belief
that prosecutors, desperate for
results, wanted t'pursue a perjury charge by having Carroll
confirm or deny contradictory
information that witnesses
already had presented.
"My attorneys, acutely aware
that I was the real focus of the
investigation, realized that if I
were asked to confirm or deny
contradictory testimony, I could
then be charged with perjury,
even though it would have been
me telling the truth," Carroll
said.
Carroll's statements Monday
in a news conference
represented his first open
discussion of the federal probe
of alleged governmental corruption that involved two special
grand juries and lasted for more
than five years.
He considers the investigation
an attempt by federal prosecutors to repair the image of a
scandal-ridden U S. Justice
Department.
If a political opponent in a
campaign ... had done to me
what these prosecutors did, Kentuckians would have charged
him with smear tactics," Carroll said.
The news conference.p.lso was
a major offensive against the
most obvious obstacle to Carroll
in his quest for the 1987
Democratic gubernatorial
nominecion.
Carroll acknowledged some
occurrences under his administration could have caused
"some perception of impropriety," but he emphatically denied
any illegalities inside his

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP
—
Former Gov. Julian Carroll has
thrown down the gauntlet to his
opponents in the 1987 governor's
race and in effect dared them to
question him about the federal
grand jury investigation of his
administration.
Carroll spent more than two
hours on Monday answering
questions about the probe -from why he invoked his Fifth
Amendment right against selfincrimination to property deals
for his children.
The five-year investigation exonerated him of any wrongdoing, Carroll said.
"I know I've never had
anything to fear from any
witness," Carroll said. ' If I
didn't believe that, I'd be a fool
to be in this governor's race.'
Any opponent who attempts to
make the subject a campaign
issue will endanger himself.
Carroll said.
". . Because at that point,
going to become -a smear campaign on their part, which in my
judgment is not going to be
received very well by the people
of Kentucky said Carroll, who
left office in 1979.
Spokesmen for Carroll's prospective rivals for the
Democratic nomination said
they had no specific plans to
Former Gov. Julian Carroll

FRANKFORT, Ky.(API —
For months, James Huggins
had been receiving reports of
shady dealings in state_
government. As head of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation office in Frankfort, Huggins decided to begin a file.
That file, begun in 1978,
grew into a mountain of
documents that served as the
basis for a nearly five-year
investigktion of Kentucky
state government under the
administrations of Goys.

Wendell Ford and Julian
Carroll.
Here is a chronology of
significant events in the
grand jury investigation,
which officially ended in July
1983:
— June 1979. A team of FBI
and Internal Revenue Service
agents is assembled at rented
headquarters in Lexington.
The first special grand jury is
impaneled.
— August 1979. Then-U.S.
Attorney Patrick Molloy, who

Friends of the library

j
'76' '78' '80 '82 '84 '86

initially directed the investigation, withdraws "to
preserve the appearance of
impartiality." Investigators
had found that his brother.
James "Mike" Molloy of Lexington. was a central figure in
the sharing of insurance commissions during the Ford administration. Lawyers from
the Public Integrity Section of
the U.S. Department of
Justice take over the probe.
(('ont'd on page 14)

M-CCTA gets
state award
for efficiency,
effectiveness
The Murray-Calloway County
Transit Authority recentIN
received the Outstanding Sec
tion 18 Grantee — Western
Region award from the state
Division of Mass Transit, according to Joe Sheilley. grants and
contracts administrator in the
state office

—Today's Index

MUSS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Friday or loNj 3:30 p m. Saturday
are urged to coll 753-1916 between 5F30 p.m.. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — 8 6.m.-5 p.m.
Monday thru Fridey,8 s.m.-12
p.m. Saturday.

(Cont'd on page 6)

Probe captured attention for five years

Cbicsao Tribune Chart
Sources: Council of State Govenvnents, Chicago Tribune news reports
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Carroll moves boldly on grand jury issue
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Forecast
Tonight and Wednesday :
Partly cloudy and cooler.
Low tonight 30 to 35.
High Wednesday 45 to 50.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for increasing cloudiness with
a chance of showers Thursday and fair skies with
seasonable temperatures Friday and Saturday.

LAKE LEVELS
. 354.9
Kentucky Lake.
354.9
Barkley Lake

Calloway County Public Library Director Margaret Trevathan (at far left) discusses library activities
with officers of the Friends of the Library at last night's dinner in honor of library volunteers. Next to
Trevathan are,from left, Friends of the Library Director Marvin Mills, Secretary Ruth Cole,Treasurer
Tommy Brown. Library Volunteers Chairman Gerry Reed, and Friends of the Library Co-Chairman
Emily Wolfson. Officers not pictured include Co-Chairman Alfred Wolfson, and directors Tommy
Walker and Ken Owen. Volunteers receiving awards last night for outstanding service to the library
were Marge Kipp, lines Olaston, Lyn Crysler, Ann;Wood, Elsie Parker and Dorothy Norris.

Sheilley said the award IA as
presented to the local transit
system at the Kentucky Public
Transportation Conference held
In Lexington for being the
outstanding public transportation provider in the western
region last year.
There are two general areas
—effectiveness and efficiency —
in determining the award recipient, he said.
Sheilley said the Murray (Cloned on page 8)
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TWO-DAY SALE
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SHOP Wednesday and Thursday Only!

Only
9.99
Men's woven plaid shirts

Juniors' lamb's wool vest.

or polyfil vest.

Soft.and warm sweater vest of 1000/0 lamb's wool with V-neck
collar styling. Assorted solids.

This dynamic duo starts with a long sleeve polyester/cotton
woven plaid shirt and ends with a snug-fitting polyfil vest.
Be warm and look sharp Men s sizes

Orig
$18

Long sleeve madras sh.rt

Sale
13.99
Misses'sweaters in

Reg

Sale
9.99

Misses' acrylic long sweater

24.99

Sale
15.99
Only

a choice of styles.
Orig. $18 and $22. Misses can choose from two oversized
sweaters in scoop or V-neck styles in cotton or ramie/acrylic.
Or stripe it rich in an acrylic long sleeve V-neck.

14.99

Men's pullover sweater vest

•

,ttt.

Plain Pockets
rigid denim jeans.

Weeds - elasticSave $7 on this
back canvas pants. mega sweater.

P

11.99 9.99
Orig. $16. Men's cotton denim jeans
feature reinforced seams Men s sizes

Save

Orig. 15.99. Cool 100% cotton pants
feature half-elastic back waist and
three pockets. Solid colors. Men's
S, M, L. XL sizes.

50% to6O%

Save

Save'5 on this
novelty fleece top.

5.99

12.99 9.99

25%

Only

Orig. 8.99. Boys' and girls' long
sleeve plaid shirts with button-down
collars. Assorted plaids. School-age
sizes.

Orig. $15. Basic poly/cotton crewneck sweatshirt with fleece lining in
assorted novelty print patterns.
Sizes S, M. L.

Orig. $20. Long sleeve oversized
crew-neck sweater of ramie/acrylic.
Assorted solids in junior sizes.

9.99 and 10.99.a.

'3 off sportshirts
for children.

Sale

29.99

Entire Line of
14 Kt. gold

Entire Line of
Ladies Outerwear

V-neck or crew-neck
sweaters for Juniors

Men's New Balance
Hi-top shoes

•Includes chains, bracelets,
charms and earrings.

'Includes Missy, Junior, Petite,
and Women's sizes.

*Selected styles
•100% acrylic or ramie/cotton

*Orig. 59.99 Also in Boy's Sizes
•Orig. 39.99 Sale 19.99

,—,

penney

,

\,j.L.....•
visr j,14...

Chestnut 1418s Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 1-800-222-6161

a
Prices Effective Wed. & Thurs. Only!
,

.
.
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Letter To The Editor

Garrott's Galley

Chamber of Commerce is
front door to community
Dear Editor:
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce can be
described as the "Front Door"
of our community. It is the focal
point for uniting the community
forced to improve every area of
our economic and civic we
.
11being.
During the past few years, the
Chamber has been a vital and effective force in improving the
economic welfare of the entire
community as well as the image
of Murray over a wide area.
This has been accomplished not
only by the Chamber Board and
staff but by many Chamber
members and local government.
The Chamber is currently busy
with many programs and long
range goals to enhance every
aspect of this community which
will directly or indirectly benefit
every business and probably the
majority of everyone in the
county.
While I am currently a staff
member of the Chamber and the
Murray Tourism Commission,
my involvement with the
Chamber has been on a continuing basis for more than twenty
years my family and I have lived in Murray. I have strong feelings that everyone has a responsibility to contribute in some
way to the community in which
they live at whatever level their
talents permit. Membership in
the Chamber is a positive way to
contribute to the support of the
many activities and challenges
the Chamber faces everyday —
far greater than anyone would
realize unless they are involved
daily.
There are well over 400
Chamber members today which
Is almost double only two or
three years ago. But there
should be at least 550 members.
Membership is made up of
business firms, service
organizations, professionals and
a number of individuals, some of
whom are retired but are concerned with the welfare of our

community. Therefore we encourage every business, every
professional and individuals
who are not members to become
a part of the Chamber. Your
ideas, your input and your involvement can result in a even
more productive and effective
Chamber.
The Chamber's major source
of revenues is the membership
dues which are most reasonable
and the total amount of revenue
in relation to the many activities
is unbelievably small as the
Chamber is msot definitely a
non-profit organization. It really
is the responsibility of all of us
involved in the Free Enterprise
system to financially assist in
carrying the load rather than
permitting a few to provide that
support because everyone of us
profit from the accomplishments of the Chamber.
We understand that all of us
have financial problems at
times but there is never any
pressure from the Chamber to
become a member when such
conditions exist. There are
limitations, of course, as to what
some can do financially or
physically.
The Chamber also knows that
over the years the Board
Members and staff — past, present and future — will not
always please everyone with its
decisions or actions. But
membership in the Chamber is
an individual obligation and involvement of all of us as
members can contribute to a
better understanding and a
moftrunifiectsolution. If you are
not a Chamber. member, please
join with us today. Your support
and encouragement is needed an
you will find it rewarding. Call
me at 753-5171.
This is my personal opinion
why the Chamber of Commerce
Is so important to all of us.
Most Sincerely,
Ed Chrisman
Box 190, Highway 641-N
Murray. KY 42071

Looking Back

-

Ten years ago
Over 700 calls were processed
by Murray-Calloway County
Poison Control Center during
the year ending June 30, 1976, officials of the center said.
Groundbreaking ceremonies
on the $3 million project at Murray State University to convert
Waterfield Student Union
Building into a main campus
library will be Nov. 20 at 11:30
a.m. Harry Lee Waterfield and
Gov. Julian Carroll will be
present.
Don Dowdy, president of
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters Club, presented checks
for purchase of athletic equipment to the principals at East,
North and Southwest Elementary Schools and Calloway County High School.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Don Chrisman,
Nov. 14.
Twenty years ago
Delivery of new telephone
directories is now underway.
Lester Nanny and Cleo Sykes of
Murray Postoffice look at the
9,860 directories to be
distributed. This is a gain of 914
books over last year.
Land Between the Lakes, the
national outdoor recreation and
conservation center being
developed by TVA in western
Kentucky and Tennessee, is
already becoming a new midAmerica vacation attraction.
Boy Scout Troop 77 made a
weekend camping trip to Mammoth Cave National Park.
Enroute the group stopped at
Jefferson Davis Monument at
Fairview.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael

Rayburn, Nov. 11
Thirty years ago
First Christian Church, one of
the oldest buildings in Murray,
was gutted by fire yesterday.
Pictures of the fire taken by
Hunter Love are published.
A volunteer fire department
has been fully organized at
Hazel, according to Cy Miller,
chief of the department.
College Presbyterian Church
is observing its 25th anniversary
today, according to the pastor,
the Rev. Orval Austin.
Ann Dunn, Sarah Hughes,
Kathy Berry, Rosemary Scott,
Suzanne Watson, Ada Sue Hutson, Vicky Crawford, Lynda
Allbritten, Kay Wallis, Betty Jo
Crawford, Betsy Howton, Katie
Bailey and Janice Cherry
presented a youth fashion show
at a meeting of Home Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Fifteen Calloway County 4-H
Clubs have been organized this
year, according to John Vaughn,
agent in charge of 4-H work in
Calloway County.

By M.C. Garrott

Nelson Grote's selection as president
of Morehead delights his friends here
I was elated last Friday afternoon when a close friend called
to tell me that he had learned
from the campus radio station at
Morehead State University that
Dr. C. Nelson Grote had been
selected to be the 11th president
of that university.
"Praise God from whom all
blessings flow!" I breathed.
I have known and admired
Nelson Grote since 1967 when I
left Checkerboard Square in St.
Louis to become a public relations man at Morehead.
Nelson was dean of
Morehead's School of Applied
Sciences and Technology, and
we hit it off from the very start.
Although formally trained in
education, administration, industrial education and a whole
raft of other impressive
capabilities, he is a natural-born
public relations man.
He and I had many enjoyable
discussions in his office in those
days. We found we had a lot of
public relations philosophies in
common. We found agreement
on many things, most prevalent
of which. I suppose, was the supposition that good public relations is nothing more than good
common sense.
• • •
I believe that every time he'd
leave the campus to go
somewhere in the university's
region, he would come by our office and pick up a box of
brochures a.M related promotional materials.
- These he would leave with any
high school guidance counselor
he'd pass close to. I believe he
knew more of the East Kentucky
and Southern Ohio guidance
counselors on a first-name basis
than did the fellows in the school
relations office.
"These are the people you've
got to know," he'd say,
"because they're the ones who
have a lot of influence on the
kids and where they'll go to college." That's pretty good common sense.
He was a dean at the time and
had important matters involving his school and his own
responsibilities to see to on those
trips, but he never lost sight of
those guidance counselors and
that personal touch he had with
them paid great dividends.
Nelson left Morehead after 11
years soon after I came to Murray. He went to Livonia, Mich.,
where he became president of
Schoolcraft College, a large
commuter school which taught
classes in just about every kind
of vocation you could think of.
He was there for 10 years, during which we corresponded
regularly, and he frequently
shared with me copies of his

brochures and publications.
All the time, though, he
wanted to come back to Kentucky, and when pr. Harry M.
Sparks stepped down in 1973 as
Murray State's president,
Nelson was one of the first to apply for the job.
In fact, he was the first applicant to be invited to the campus
by the search committee. That
was on February 12, 1973, seven
months almost to the day before
a new president, Dr. Constantine W. Curris, was sworn in at
age 32.
By that time, more than 30 applicants had been screened or interviewed, and Nelson was
forgotten, lost in the shuffle.
• • •
After about 10 years at
Schoolcraft College in Livonia.
Nelson and his delightful wife,
Wilma, moved way out West to
Spokane, Wash.
There he became chief executive .officer of a Spokane
system of three campuses that
offer liberal arts and vocationoriented courses to more than
65,000 students from six northeastern Washington counties
that cover 12,312 square miles.
Presidents on each of the
Spokane campuses report to
him, and one of these has been
quoted as saying that in addition
to his administrative duties,
Nelson is the schools' link with
area communities and
legislators.
"He sees his role . . . as the
outside contact person. It's real?/•••aie3mci. sew tr-Jueyir
iseva
coney

Hugh Oakley, Frank Fazi and
others here who know Nelson
reel much the same. Morehead
aas gone for the know quantity
— oi e who knows the area, its
people, its customs and the
history and traditions of the
school he'll head.
I am confident that nothing
but good can come from
Nelson's presidency, which. I
understand, officially begins July 1.
If there is ever to be a college
president's inauguration that I'll
be attending, Nelson Grote's at
Morehead sometime after that
is going t be it — the GoZa 1,Ord.
willing!
He has our best wishes for
every success!
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You didn't cool your heels in
his outer office. If you had an appointment with him, you could
bet your boots he'd see you when
he said he would — on the dot —
and for the time allotted.
• • •
Personally, I'm delighted that
Nelson Grote is coming back to
Kentucky as Morehead's president. This has been a dream of
his and Wilma's for a long time.
and I'm as happy for them as I
am our good friends still on the
campus there.

t:tc.

Miierray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
TED DELANEY. Circulation & Production Managec
DAVE REEVES. Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager
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out when he'd look down at that
calendar and say
"Oh' Oh! MC'., well have to
finish this tomorrow. So-and-so
is out there and I'm supposed to
see him now." Then he'd give
me time to come by during the
next day, and I'd leave.

give my solemn pledge to keep the political situaiion stable while you
visit the ladies' room..."

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Here is a warning to
clergymen, especially to those
who would preach only the Truth:
Let any clergyman try to
preach the Truth from its
very stronghold, the pulpit,
and they would ride him out
of the church on his own
pulpit bannister.
These words come from the
American novelist Herman
Melville.

ly one of his big strengths," this
lady president told Richard
Wilson of The Louisville
Courier-Journal the other day.
That's the Nelson Grote I
knew at Morehead 18 years ago.
Apparently, he hasn't changed
much, just built upon the foundation he laid up there in the
1960s.
•
• • •
According to the news media.
the news of Nelson's election to
the Morehead presidency was
greeted by much campus applause when it was announced.
He was at Morehead for 11
years before he went north to
Michigan, and he still has many
friends throughout the community as well as on the
campus.
He's one of those fellows you
notice when he comes into a
room. He's a big man with a big
smile and a firm handshake, and
he makes the rounds, speaking
to and shaking hands with
everybody — and I mean
everybody — just as if he was
running for public office. You
can't help but like a fellow like
that.
Those close to him these past
15 years or so say he's a "good
time manager," and here,
again, he apparently hasn't
changed a great deal from the
Nelson I knew.
When I knew him at
Morehead, he always had his
day's appointments and his time,
schedule on his desk. We'd be
talking along about some news
story he wanted written and sent
•
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MURRAY TODAY

Mirrray Ledger & Times
lo Btirkern editor

Coming community events listed
•

Wednesday, Nov. 19
Tuesday, Nov. 18
Tuesday, Nov. 18
Church will
Methodist
Retirees of Local 1068
Latin Club of Murray
Covenant
and other locals of High School will have a include
at 10
Group
Prayer
UAW -AFL-CIO and toga party at 6 p.m.
a.m.; Youth Club at 5
their spouses will have a
p.m.; United Methodist
potluck supper at 5:30
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
p.m. in fellowship hall of at American Legion Men at 7:15 p.m.
---First Christian Church.
Building, South Sixth
Memorial Baptist
---and Maple Streets.
Church will have a churComedian Wayne
chwide potluck and
Federman will perform
Murray TOPS (take special prayer service
free at 8 p.m. in Curris off pounds sensibly)
Center Stables, Murray Club is scheduled to at 6:15 p.m.
---State University.
meet at 7 p.m. at Health
Events at First Bap---Center.
tist Church will include
Music Department of
Arts and Crafts at 9
Murray Woman's Club
Memor- ial Baptist
Bible study in
a.m.;
a''986 h,
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Church will have a churparlor at 10 a.m.; Exerhouse.
club
chwide skating party cise Class at 10:45 a.m.,
*s.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 20-year-old,
---from 6 to 8 p.m. at BSU luncheon at 12:30
third year college student with a big
Me mbe r s of Roller Skating of
problem Four months ago I moved
p.m.; WMU Council at
Genealogical Society Murray.
in with my boyfriend, and since'DEAR ABBY: This is a plea for
4:15 p.m.; Fellowship
will be at Annex of
- _ -that time my family has thrown help from all the hooked cigarette
supper at 5:30 p.m..
C,alloway Public
Second annual Ladies' Children's Choirs at 6:45
more guilt my way than a person smokers - myself included. I
p.m.
8
to
4
from
Library
.
Inspirational Night will
can deal with in a lifetime. My mom started smoking at 17 to lose a few
Youth Fellowship
to answer questions and be at 7 p.m. at Hickory p.m.;
say s I will roast in hell and she will pounds. I'm 39 now. Twenty-two
and church business
interested
anyone
assist
never accept my boyfriend as a son- years ago, there were no health
Grove Church of Christ. meeting at 6:45 p.m.;
in submitting
-- - in-law
We plan to marry next warnings, so I didn't know how
Adult choir at 7:45 p.m.
genealogical material to
year. The last time my mom called, addicting nicotine could be. QuitWednesday, Nov. 19
---be included in Volume II
she begged me to move out, saying ting is not just a matter of will
J.N. Williams Chapter
Youth Club will meet
my sinful action is killing my power. If it were that easy, very few
of Family Records of of United Daughters of
Christian
grandparents - that my grandfa- people would be smoking. This year,
Calloway and Surroun- the Confederacy will at First
Church.
ther has removed all my pictures so far. I have tried a video stopding Counties.
meet at 1:30 p.m. with
---from their house and refuses to smoking program, hypnosis and the
---Mrs. Inez Claxton.
Events in Land Betspeak my name. My mom says my Shick Center - all to no avail.
"Just Say No" Club
---ween the Lakes will ingrandparents cry all the time and
It appears to be the "in" thing
Rally, spon,soed by
Hazel and Douglas clude Quota Deer Bow
may never let me in their house today to pick on smokers. Doesn't
Calloway County PTAs., Centers will be open
again Also, their bath wedding anyone realize that a little pity
Hunt; Quota Deer Gun
Murray PTOs and Op- from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
anniversary. party has been called would go a. lot further? We aren't
Hunt; Christmas Cantimist Club will be at for activities by senior
off because I chose to liye with my criminals; we're victims. Most of us
dies for Children from
6:30 p.m. in Lovett citizens.
boyfriend
are considerate .and try not to
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at EmAuditorium. Murray
- --I tint you think I am old enough offend non-smokers.
pire Farm; Skywalk at 2
State University.
Coping with Cancer p.m. at Golden Pond
to make my own decisions for my
We smokers get unsolicited advice
---life, or should I allow my family to from strangers - even children.
Club will meet at 3 p.m. Visitor Center; Iron InSpending the summer
- blackmail- me into a decision One child said to me,"Why do you
Quilt Lovers wIl meet in third floor family dustry at 10:30 a.m. and in Austria may sound
made by them? ',want to do the smoke so much? Don't you know
at 6 p.m. in meeting room of Western Baptist 1 :30 p.m. at The like a perfect vacation,
right thing.
you're killing yourself?"
room of Calloway Hospital. Paducah.
but for colleagues and
Homeplace-1850.
LOST IN PORTLAND
- - -Would you instruct your child to
Public Library.
friends Kay Gardner
---approach an obese person and say.
Reservations for bir---Bates and Marie Taylor,
Calloway County
DEAR LOST: You are indeed "Why do you eat so much? Don'e
4
1
/
Art auction of works thday meeting of Murfaculty members in the
be
will
Center
old enough to make your own you know you're killing yourself?"
by students and pro- ray Business and Pro: Health
Department of Music at
decisions. but unless you can
Please don't get me wrong. I'm
fessors of Murray State fessional Women at closed today.
Murray State Universi--live with those decisions, you not trying to justify smoking. I'm
University will be at 6 Seven Seas Thursday
it was a time to atty,
will reap more grief than joy. just asking for help and underCalloway County
p.m. at Curris Center should be made by totend classes at the
It's to your credit that you care standing, not abuse and humiliaAmerican
ballroom. Preview time day with Pam Shay, Chapter of
American Institute of
giough about your family's tion. The worst day of my life was
Red Cross will havea
p.m.
6
to
5
75'3-5743.
or
from
753-5171
be
will
Musical Studies 1AIMS1
fe iings to have written to me, when I .lit my first cigarette. You
cardio-pulmonary
---Graz, Austria.
In
and even though you'd be sub- may use my name.
course at
Murray Moose Lodge
Health Express of resuscitation
"It was like having
mitting to emotional blackmail
MARCIA EDGERLY,
MurrayWill have enrollment Murray-Calloway Coun- 6:30 p.m. at
the cake with the icing
to move out, I think for now
SIMI VALLEY, CALIF.
meeting at 8 p.m. with ty Hospital will be at Calloway County too," Mrs. Bates said
ou'd be happier moving than
officers to meet at 7 Duncan's Grocery, Hospital. For informa- about attending classes
staying.
DEAR MARCIA: As for "picktion call 753-1421.
p.111.
ing on smokers," I have led the
Highway 94 East, from 1
with her best friend,
---*
way, but I'm not short on comto 3 p.m.
---Mrs. Taylor. Mr's.
Class on "Basics of
passion or understanding.
---Calloway County
an associate proBates,
Breast Feeding" will
Watch this space tomorrow for
Spport
Education
Bereavement
Basic
Adult
voice, said the
of
fessor
DEAR ABBY Re the poem in my Annual
at 5:30 p.m. in
Great American
classes will meet from 6 Group will meet at 9:30 start
well together
work
two
your column that went:
third floor classroom of
Smokeout Day column. And
to 9 p.m. at Calloway a.m. and Living with
':Married in white, you've chosen don't buy any more
Coun- as a team.
-Calloway
Murray
cigarettes
County High School. For Diabetes will meet at 2
"There is so much
right.
between now and then.
ty Hospital. For inforinformation call 753-5479 p.m., both in third floor
"Married in blue, you will always be
when perforunderstood
call 753-5131,
true.
classroom of Murray. mation
or 753-8141.
ming, so much that
ext. 144, or 753-6821.
"Married in green, ashamed to be
Calloway County
---doesn't have to be verS..
---seen.
Hospital.
balized ," she
Support group for
Thursday, Nov. 20
"Married in red, you'll wish you
---commented.
parents of "problem"
Home Department of
were dead- etc_
Bridge with Ruth
The days started out
adolescents,
Club
I have a better ending:
(To get Abby's booklet, "How to
Caldwell as hostess is Murray Woman's
early for both women
ToughLove, will meet at
at
p.m.
"Married in pink, your marriage Write Letters for All Occasions," send
2
scheduled at 9:30 a.m. will meet at
while attending the
a check or money order for $2.50 and
will stink.7 p.m. in Room 400,
club house. Members
a long, stamped (39 cents), self-adat Oaks Country Club.
AIMS Institute.
1 was. And mine did.
Murray
Hall,
time.
Wells
in
note change
dressed envelope to: Dear Abby, Letter
---was served at
Breakfast
ANNABELLE Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
State University. For in---Health Services
7 a.m., the only
IN SPARKS, NEV. Calif. 90038.i
of
formation call 762-2504
Express
Health
Career Day will be from
American-type meal
---Murray-Calloway Coun1 to 4:30 p.m. in Curris
they received during the
M
at
be
will
Center ballroom, Mur- ty Hospital
day.
Ceramics at Water
ray State University. & W
They attended GerValley from 9 to 11 a.m.
For information call
man classes beginning
and at Pilot Oak
762-2906.
at 8 a.m. and buses then
Grocery at Pilot Oak
---took them across town
p.m.
Commodities will be from 12:30 to 2:30
to the teaching academy
---Ladies Apparel
distributed from 9 a.m.
that was rented for the
Prepared Childbirth
Lakeway Village Shopping Center
to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
summer. Mrs. Bates exClass will meet at 7 p.m.
County Road
Paris, Tenn.
(901) 642-9620
plained that each stuin third floor classroom dent was given about a
Department.
of Murray-Calloway half-hour to find a prac---County Hospital.
Events at First United
tice room to "warm
---up."
Murray State Chapter
The rest of the day's
of Alpha Zeta will schedule included
Vsf
.
LQIIR
sponor its annual farmcoaching class. German
MOVIES
city breakfast from 6:30
SALE STARTS:
diction, voice lessons,
to 8 a.m. at West KenFrench diction and
Wed., Nov.19th
tucky Livestock and Excoaching or rehearsal;
8AM-8PM
position Center. Tickets
the students would
then
The
Best
Film of the
Thurs. 1 OAM-6PM
are $2.50 each and for ina streetcar back
catch
Year - Joel Segal, ABC-TV
formation call 762-3327.
Fri.-Sat. 1 OAM-8PM
to their rooms at about 6
---Kathleen Turner in
p.m.
Front Porch Swing, a
The day did not end at
ladies' barbershop
6 p.m. for Mrs. Bates,
chorus, will meet at 7
Mrs. Taylor and the
p.m. at First Christian
other AIMS students,
Church library for
they noted. After dinner
99
$
4_
(S-M-L)
rehearsal.
the MSU faculty
ES .
22
.U
A81.
sV.1
7
---members said they
Murray Shrine Club
NOW
returned to the
at
p.m.
6
will meet at
SEPATATES
academy to either per99
VALUE $20
$
The Boston Tea Party at
arore.:
j
form or observe
Holiday Inn.
(Misses 6-20
VALUE $13
performances.
Avg & Pt)
(Coned on page6)
NOW
--.
BRYAN BROWN LI

Daughter Living With Lover
Is Also Living With Guilt
By Abigail Van Buren

Marie Taylor and
Kay Gardner Bates

Teachers attend
classes in Austria

FASHION GALLERY

_

tY

• V:1

Christmas is just
weeks away! Shop
early for best selection!
FLEECE
ACTIVEWEAR
9/$1

5

(smL)

FASHION DENIM
JEANS & SKIRTS

'1 6"

(Jr 7-13)
VALUES $53-55

SILK ANGORA
SWEATERS
4.
$799
(5.ML)

VALUE $38

FRENCH
CANVAS PANTS
(JR & MS 3-16)
VALUE $20

NOW OPEN
SUNDAYS
1PM-6PM

1

a

SHAKER
SWEATERS

ela‘Adi

CORDUROY
PANTS

SWEATER
DRESSES
(S M L) VALUE $48

LONDON
:BODY SWEATERS
(Acrylic or 100% wool)
(S-M-L) VALUE $32

Italian Spaghetti
Special

)/t
NOW

DOUBLE KNIT JACQUARD.
SWEATERS
99
SKIMPS
VACUES $26-36

1 -3"1 6

afta•O.C•14
•AP04 IS.

"
10

9:06 Only

$1 499
$1 8
99
NOW

dil
d
,
Mroso2Cor

0\04
'

C. THOMAS
HOWELL
7:00 Only

ONLY

$ 1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

New Arrivals
Indians Jones 11. Temple
04 DOOM • Lucas
Pence Academy III
Al Close Renee
mOtss•t 11 a.w..-10 p..n0
SUN. 4 NOS. 1 11.111. 10 11.141

roma • mot. _______

Their trip to Austria
was not all work - they
were aliowed time to
tral'iel. Mrs. Bates
recalled the Salzburg
Music Festival as her
favorite experience,
while Mrs. Taylor chose
Vienna as the highlight
of the trip.
"It is a magical city,"
Mrs. Taylor said. "It
was like being in Disney
World, but it was the
real thing."
An associate professor of piano, Mrs.
Taylor noted that she
and Mrs. Bates didn't
have any trouble adjusting to the Austrian
culture "because the
Austrian people are so
honest and accepting they are incredibly
honest."
One cultural difference the women
noticed was the observance of quiet hours.
They explained that all
businesses in Graz closed from noon until 3
p.m. each weekday.
"This was the time
the families spent
together," Mrs. Bates
said. The students at the
institute were not allowed to practice in their
rooms during quiet
hours.
Both women said they
believe that their visit
enabled them to make
contacts to help
students at Murray
State. "It also showed
me that I am teaching
the things ,that my
students need," Mrs.
Bates said.
The teachers returned
from Austria in time for
the fall semester at
Murray State but have
taken time during their
busy class and performance schedules to
share some of what they
learned at the institute.
Mrs. Bates and Mrs.
Taylor, accompanied by
Dr. Richard Scott, an
assistant professor in
the Department of
Music, presented a lecture/recital at the Kentucky Music Teachers
Conference at Morehead State
University.

°VIES TO 60
Chestnut Street 753-3314

Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

[99 Special For Kidl
Wednesday 11 AM -10 PM
can I ,•or th,s woll of homy for IS,; f,ce

Happy
3rd
Birthday
Matt
Kelleher
Your
Aunt Sherry
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ommunity... (Cont'd from page 4)

Union Carbide/Martin Marietta Retirees
Association will meet at
5:30 p.m. at Bonanza
Restaurant, Paducah.
—— ——
Murray Business and
Professional Women's
Club will have its birthday meeting at 6:30
p.m. at Seven Seas.
———
Murray State University Health Center and
Housing will present
Great American
Smokeout information
booths and Great
Balloon Release at CurMs Center from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. For information
call 762-3809.
— — ——
"Cinderella" will be
presented at 7 p.m. at
Murray Middle School
auditorium. This will be
sponsored by MurrayCalloway County
Jaycees and the public
is urged to attend.
————
Men's Stag Night will
be at 6 p.m. at Murray
Country Club with Tom
Emerson, David

Hamed plans exhibit
Etchings, pastels, oils and works in other
media by Murray State BFA candidate Alicia
Thompson Harned will be on view in the Curris
Center Gallery, Murray State University, starting Saturday, Nov. 22, and continuing through
Wednesday, Dec.& Her exhibit will be titled "Visions:" Horned, a Paducah native, 12 the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Thompson. The
gallery is located on the first level of Curris
Center and admission is free. Gallery hours are
7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Sunday.
For information call 762-3052.

John Matthew Yuill

Jamboree at Calloway

Calloway youth
spending year
in German home

A basketball jamboree will be at Calloway
County High School on Friday and Saturday,
Nov. 21 and 22. Girls' games on Friday will be
Murray High vs. Trigg County at 6 p.m. and
Calloway vs. Todd Central at 7:45 p.m. Boys'
games on Saturday will be Murray High vs.
Bowling Green at 5 p.m., Calloway vs. Trigg
County at 6:45 p.m. and Marshall Coqnty vs.
Todd Central at 8:30 p.m. Admission on Friday
will be a $1 donation and on Saturday a $2
donation.

A Calloway County
High School student,
John Matthew Yuill, is
spending the school
year in Germany as
part of the CongressBundestag Youth Exchange Program.
Yuill is now staying
with the Klaus
Hildebrand family in
Spenge, Germany.
His host father is the
vice principal of
Freiherr-vom-SteinGymnasium (high
school) and his host
mother is a teacher.
They have two children,
aged 14 and 16.
The Calloway youth
left here in August and
began his program in
Washington, D.C.,
whete he, along with
other , participants,
made contact with Congress, USIA and the
Germany Embassy.
While there visits
were arranged to
Capitol Hill to meet
Senator Lugar (one of
the initial Congressional
leaders of the CongressBundesta.g Youth Exchange Program) and
the individual representatives from whose
districts the scholarship
winners were selected.
This Washington, D.C.
stay included the
equivalent of at least
one full day of orientation activities.
Yuill's second stop
was at Northfield Mount
Hermon, Northfield,
Mass., the New England
orientation site. There
three weeks of intensive
language and cultural
orientation were
conducted.
He left New York
City's Kennedy International Airport on Aug. 27
and arrived in
Frankfurt, West Germany the next day.
While at Frankfurt,
Yulll had a four-day
orientation with the National Director of the
German Experiment
office.
On Sept. 1, Yuill was
tranferred to the home
of his host family.
Yuill is a fully participating member of

Special shows planned
In order to help local high school students
prepare for the PSAT/SAT and ACT testa, Murray Cablevisical is publicizing three programs
featured on The Learning Channel, viewed on
Channel 30. The three programs, Math Review
for the SAT/PSAT, Verbal Review for the
SAT/PSAT and Math and English Review for the
ACT, will be carried on a regular basis for
several months. These half-hour introductory
programs are intended to explain the test format, provide suggestions for test taking techniques and time saving strategies, give multiple
choice strategies and creative ways to approach
questions. The programs also afford students the
opportunity to purchase expanded tapes and
work materials in order to help them prepare for
these examinations in the privacy of their homes
and at their Own speed.

Class to be Wednesday
A class on "Basics of Breast Feeding" will be
conducted Wednesday, Nov. 19, at 5:30 p.m. in
third floor classroom of Murray-CallowaY County Hospital. There is no charge for this class. Interested persons may call Nancy Orr R.N. at
753-5131, ext. 144, or 753-6821.

Center plans open house
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Child
Care Center will have an open house on Friday,
Nov. 21, from 2 to 4 p.m. The house for the center
was moved from its location on Poplar Street to
the new location on South Ninth Street just
across from the hospital parking lot. Complete
renovation of the building fcr the child care
center has been completed. The public is invited
to attend this open house, a hospital spokesman
said.

Singing at Northside
A gospel singing will be at Northside Independent Church on Friday, Nov. 21, from 7 to 9 p.m.
The Seekers Quartet will be featured. The
church is located four miles of Dexter off
Highway 1346 on McKinney Road. The public is
invited, a church spokesman said.

Home group will meet
The Home Department of Murray Woman's
Club will meet Thursday, Nov.20, at 2 p.m. at the
club house. Connie Boltz will present the program on "Kenya." Members are asked to note
the change in time for the Thursday meeting,
said Dorothy Jenriings, co-vice chairman.

Ferrell gets certificate
Rick A. Ferrell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Box Ferrell, Rt. 2, Hazel, earned a private pilot certificate from the Federal Aviatkm Administration while at Central Missouri State University,
Warrensburg, Mo. Ferrell, a sophomore, aviation technology major, Is a 1980 graduate of Murray High School.
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Thursday, Nov.20

Thursday, Nirv. 20

Murray Magazine Club will meet Friday, Nov.
21, at 1:30 p.m. in the Arts Annex of Calloway
Public Library with Betty Lowry as hostess. The
program will be presented by Kay Gardner
Bates and Marie Taylor, faculty members in the
Department of Music at Murray State University, according to Edith Noffsinger, program
director. Olga Freeman, president, urges all
members to attend and to note the earlier date
and time of meeting.

•
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the school in Germany.
He is expected to carry
a full academic load and
maintain satisfactory
performance level.
In January 1987, Yuill,
along with other Experimenters, will spend
approximately one
week in Berlin.
Contact with West
B;rlin political and
economic leaders will
be arranged so that the
Experimenters can acquire ay-.--tfftglerstanding
of Berlin's unique situation in East-West relations in general and
intra-German relations
In particular. They also
will travel into _east
Berlin. .
Also in spring of 1987 a
visit to Bonn will be arranged. Each Experimenter will be invited to spend approximately four days with
the member of the
Bundesta.g elected from
the district where the
student is hosted. This
will be an opportunity
for the participant to
establish direct contact
with his/her German
legislative host.
For this year-long
project. Yuill received a
scholarship award
which covers round-trip
expenses from the student's home to Germany, plus lodging and
food.
Yuill will return to the
United States in mid July 1987. Re-entry orientation sessions will be
held for the returning
Congresss-Bundestag
participants.
He is the son of Gary
Yuill of U.S. Air Force
and Margaret Yuill,
manager of Loan Accounting, Murray State
University. His brothers
and sisters are Lee, 18,
Murray State University, Monique, 15,
Calloway County High
School, and Jason, 13,
Calloway County Middle
School.
Yuill is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Brown
Tucker of Kirksey and
Mr. and Mrs. John Yuill
of Mulberry, Ind.

Thursday, Nov. MI

An opera, "Barber of
McMullen, Dan Morris
and Buddy Parker in Seville," will begin at 8
p.m. in R.E. Johnson
charge
Theatre of Doyle Fine
— — — —
Calloway County Arts Center, Murray
Adult Basic Education State University.
Classes will meet from 6
————
An Intercollegiate
to 9 p.m. at Calloway
County High School. For Rodeo will begin at 7:30
information call 753-5479 p.m. in West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposior 753-8141.
tion Center. Admission
————
Murray Single Con- will be $4 aduls and $2
nection will meet at 7 children and students.
p.m. for roller skating.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
For information call
Dick at 436-2174, Martha will have closed
at 759-4940 or Linda at meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
753-9414.
Benton. For information
—— ——
Drawing and Painting call 753-0061, 762-3399,
Class by Richard 753-7764 or 753-7663.
— ———
Jackson will begin at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Art
Annual day of
Guild.
Calloway County
Homemakers will begin
— — ——
Murray Women of the with registration at 9:30
Moose will meet at 8 a.m. at The Boston Tea
p.m. at lodge hall.
Party, Holiday Inn.
————
————
Shirley Chisholm will
Twin L,akers Antique
speak at 7 p.m. at Curris Car Club will meet at
Center Theater, Murray 6.30 p.m. at Gateway
State University. This is Restaurant,
free and open to the Draffenvllle.
public.

•

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say read theforecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1986
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.2r to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21 )
COE
Things go well for you concerning - Not everything you hear today will
property interests, but it may be be true. Caution is still the word in
difficult to get a commitment with financial interests. Travel looks good
other financial matters. Home enter- Personality is a plus tonight.
taining is a plus.
SAGITTARRJS
TAURUS (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Be more accessible to partners.
Some problems regarding money -Sonic become .invoived in a humanistill lingerfrOm yesterday. Advice you tarian project. Be dose-mouthed
receive now may not be valid. It's. about financial moves. Research is
sheer bliss, however,. for close per- favored.
sonal relationships.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(Dec. 22 to Jam 19)
(May 21 to June 20)
ince you get that workload Out of
It seems you accomplish more the way, you'll really he in the mood
through charm than hard work today. for a celebration Enjoy happy times
You may not be in a working mood. in the .company. of loved ones .and
but business does mix- well with
friends tonight.
pleasure for you.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
You should. keep your guard up
Morning hours find you a bit
during working hours, hut evening
withdrawn, but by mid-day you
hours are tailor made for mixing
should be yourself again. Evening
business and pleasure. Some receive
hours promise fun, leisure and happy
recognition.
romance.
PISCES'
near
LEO
•alrio
(Feb,-131 to Mar. 20)
(July 2:3 to Aug.22)
Some last-minute details need to
No need to be apologetic if you
be worked out regarding...travel, but
want some time for yourself. Beware
otherwise it looks like a glorious time
of misconceptions on the job. Accent
for you. Dating meets expectations
domesticity for a truly relaxing
tonight.
evening.
IF BORN TODAY, you are indepenVIRGO
dent and versatile. You have your
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
SEP
hand in many things. though .You
There's still some haggling going
should seek that one special calling
on in business. Romance has some of
that will accent your uniqueness. You
you baffled, though social prospects
are always investigating the new.
look very promising for tonight.
though at times you are fixed in
LIBRA
opinions. Often you choose a creative
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
medium through which to ex-press
Costs are a consideration regarding
your individuality. You are a good
travel. You'd probably wish for more
moneymaker, but may he more
support from a family member about
drawn to an artistic or professional
a venture. Career stri Tings meet with
career. You have an interest in reform
success now.
and government service

"Our Dad always told us that
this is the best store in town"
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Kentucky Upholstery
5030 Reidland Rd. — Phone 898-7871
(Next to Reidland Veterinary Clinic)
Paducah
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*Quality Work
040 Years Experience
•Free Estimates
•Large Selectfon of Fabrics
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Now we know WHY!
All Seasons Hobby Shop has
*Trains
•Rockets
•Planes R/C
'
Models
•Race Car Sets
'
Doll House Kits
*Microscopes

*Telescopes
*Chemistry Sets
•R/C Cars
*Hobby Tools
'Paints
*Wood Models
*Race Car Accs.

*J. Deere Toys
*War Games
'DID
'Mini Figures
•R/C Radios
'Steam Engines
*and more

AU Seasons
Lawn & Leisure

Serving alt of West Ky.
from the Paducah area.
Pick Up & Doliveiry Avallablo

205 N. 4th
. ..

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Quota Deer Bow
Hunt; Quota Deer Gun
Hunt: Christmas Candies for Children from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire Farm; Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center: Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p m. at The
Homeplace-1850.

%e're Glad
You Asked

A

•

•
•

Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Commerce Centre.
Senior citizens' activitlea will be from _10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis
Center..

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

When you wont only the finest...

Thursday, Nov.SO
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
,
— —— —
Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Sue
Thurmond.
————
Murray Civitan Club
is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Homeplace
Family Restaurant.
————
Temple Hifi Chapter
No. 511. Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
——— —
Hazel Woman's Club
is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Hazel Center.
————
Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.

Murray

753-4110 I

HELPFUL GROUPS
FOR WIDOWs
WIDOWERS
Widows
and
widowers encounter
many new problems.
Many difficulties
have been overcome
already by others.
That's why national
and local groups have
been formed to help
the newly widowed.
THEOS,a national,
non-denominational
group which takes its
name from its purThey Help
pose
Each Other Spiritually. THEOS helps the
young and middleaged, the recently
bereaved who need to
work through the
grief process with
help from others.
Parents Without
Partners is another
useful group for
widows
and
widowers, having
some 500 chapters in
the United States and
Canada. They are
concerned with interests and welfare of
single parents AND
their children.
American Association of Retired Persons is a v•ery large,
organized national
group with many personal benefits to
members over 55.
These
groups
should all be considered by widows widowers'as they get
ready to re-enter
social life. For more
information. stop in
or phone us about
them

The Miller
Funeral Homes
311 North 4th St,
Murray Main Street
Hazel

Buying?
Selling?
You'll find
everything
you need
in the
Classifieds
753-1916
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Purdom
Motors Inc.
Announces The
Biggest Lease Price
Breakthrough In
Lease History
And The
Biggest Selection
In The Area.
TYPICAL
LEASE
PAYMENT
$268
$303
$394
$262
$240
$254
$229
$212
$219
$322
$270
$362

PURDOM
LEASE
PAYMENT
$199
$245
$295
$198
$188
$198
$189
$168
$168
$254
$210
$285

YOUR
TOTAL
SAVINGS
$3312
$2784
$47'52
$3072
$2496
$2688
$1920
$2112
$2448
$3264
$2880
$3696

BUICK
Skylark custom
Century Custom
Regal Custom
LeSabre Custom
Park Avenue
Riviera

$255
$299
$305
$336
$425
$463

$198
$219
$229
$232
$338
$349

$2736
$3840
$3648
$4992
$4176
$5472

OLDSMOBILE
Ciera Sedan
Ciera Brougham Sedan
Cutlass Supreme Sedan
Delta 88 Royal Sedan
Delta 88 Brougham Sedan
Calais Sedan
98 Regency
Toronado

$284
$315
$311
$349
$365
$268
$429
$452

$219
$229
$238
$239
$258
$199
$339
$339

$3120
$4128
$3504
$5280
$5136
$3312
$4320
$5424

CADILLAC
Eldorado
Sede.DeVille

$545
$512

$387
$360

$7584
$7296

PONTIAC
6000 Sedan
6000 SE
6
- 000 STE
Firebird
Grand AM
Grand AM LE
Sunbird
Sunbird
Fiero
Fiero G.T.
Fiero SE
Trans AM

•48 mo closed end lease with approved credit Leasee has first options to purchase at end of
lease

• PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
"Satisfied Customers are our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
BUICK

)44G0144.4rbwe(
1 300'1 2 1 Bypass -

OM QUAL/IY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

01111119A1110101111 0011P0RN1511

Murray

753-5315

charges against four others in
the case, although none was convicted, the letter said.
"However, each had to undergo
the humiliation, worry and expense of defending the charge.
Quite candidly, we wanted to
avoid the possibility of you and
your family being exposed to
such embarrassment and expense when we believed you
would be completely exonerated," the letter said.
RESTAURANT LEASE
In 1976, Lexington developer
and businessman W.B. Terry
provided a fast-food franchise to
two of Carroll's children, Kenny
and Patrice, without any investment on their part. The Marion,
franchise, which Terry leased back, paid them each $500 per
month above the mortgage
costs.
Terry was later appointed to
the UK Board of Trustees by
Carroll.
Carroll said there was no connection between the two. Terry,
who Carroll said did not seek the
appointment, offered the deal as
a friend to provide financial
assistance to the Carroll
children, he said.
-Why would I charge for one
(appointment) and let
everybody else on free?" Carroll said.
The children sold the property
back to Terry a few years ago
and each realized a capital gain
of $28,000, Carroll said.
The arrangement is one of the
few things Carroll said he
regrets because of the way it
was perceived.
"I think the Terry thing raised
the perception of impropriety,"
Carroll said.
OIL LEASES
Oil-drilling ventures in
Oklahoma also gained the attention of the grand jury.
.
Carroll said he met Enid,
Okla.. driller Vaughn Good in
the early 1970s and the two
became friends. In 1979, Good
brought up the possibility of Carroll's soliciting investors for
drilling operations.
In turn, Good let Carroll have
an interest in the ventures. No
investment was made until after
he left office and Carroll said he
asked that any income also be

from
(o
:11t'd
1)
administration.COf the nine people indicted by
the grand juries, six were acquitted or charges against them
were dropped.
Carroll was never charged
with wrongdoing. "The Justice
Department found nothing
wrong because there was
nothing wrong to find." he said.
"If there had been anything
found wrong with Julian Carroll,
I would have been indicted."
Carroll said he believed prosecutors wanted an image
builder in the wake of the
Watergate-related criminal convictions of former Attorneys
General John Mitchell and
Richard Kleindienst.
"The out-of-state ... prosecutors were overambitious
and overzealous," he said.
"Because I was the biggest fish
in the pond, ... they pursued me
obsessively. They had promised
my scalp to their bosses in
Washington, and when no
evidence turned up, they were
caught in a cycle of overpromising and underproducing."
Also during the news conference, Carroll:
— Retracted his earlier assertion that he never knew, until
after leaving office in December
1979, that holders of state insurance contracts were ordered
by former Democratic Party
chairman Howard P. "Sonny"
Hunt Jr. to share their commissions with other agents who
were in political favor.
— Detailed his meeting with
officials of the Justice Department's tax division in
Washington, claiming they
became convinced there was no
case against him.
— Defended business dealings, including a partnership in
Oklahoma oil and gas wells and
a fast-food franchise given his
children by a businessman later
appointed to the University of
Kentucky Board of Trustees.
The investigation took several
turns before ending in July 1983.
It eventually zeroed on an insurance commission kickback
scheme that Hunt, Carroll's
handpicked state party ,chairman, directed from Democratic
headquarters in Frankfort.
"There was no evidence that
Julian Carroll knew what was
going on out at Democratic (C,ont'd from page 1)
headquarters," Carroll said. "I raise questions about the grand
should have known. ... When I jury probe. But they also said
found out about it, I stopped it." the larger issue of integrity will
Carroll said in 1984 he was be raised.
unaware of the commission
When the grand jury insharing until after leaving of- vestigation was winding down in
fice. On Monday, referring to his 1983, Carroll said overzealous
preparation for the news con- federal prosecutors successfully
ference, Carroll said: "It's only put the brakes on any campaign
since I have reviewed the files for office he considered that
that I must have known it before year. "The whole design by the
leaving office."
local prosecutor has been to
Hunt, who spent two years in retire me from public life," he
prison, pleaded guilty to mail- said at the time.
fraud conspiracy and signing a
Carroll acknowledged Monfalse federal income-tax return. day that the cloud raised by the
He also was declared in con- grand jury investigation still
tempt of the grand jury for follows him.
refusing to testify.
''I cannot, obviously, run a
Carroll said he did not know campaign with any questions in
why Hunt refused to testify and anybody's mind left over from
was not concerned about what that grand jury investigation,"
Hunt might say now.
Carroll said.
"I know I've never had
Carroll responded to all the
anything to fear from any questions put to him during the
witness. If I didn't believe that, news conference, but declined a
I'd be a fool to be in this gover- request to waive his privacy
nor's race," Carroll said.
rights so reporters could obtain
Hunt could not be reached for records from the U.S. Justice
comment.
Department.
Carroll also sought to rebut
"I resent it," Carroll said.
trial testimony by Harold B. "Certainly, I'm not going to,
McGuffey, whom he fired as in- because I've already been
surance commissioner, that through that investigation."
Carroll overtly put Hunt in
Jack Sims, campaign
charge of deciding who got in- manager for Lt. Gov. Steve
surance contracts.
Beshear, said specific matters
But Carroll said McGuffey
gave different testimony to the
grand jury. Producing a handwritten note that he said was
taken from the grand jury
tianscript, Carroll said McGuffey testified that "the governor
has never ... dictated to me
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)
anything about insurance."
— A detachment of soldiers left
"He made an inconsistent
today for the Sinai to take part in
statement about me," Carroll
a mission from which 248 of their
said. "I fired the man, so he
comrades never returned.
doesn't have any particular love
The Pentagon ordered
affair with me."
military transport planes to
McGuffey, reached by
carry troops to and from the
telephone in Bowling Green,
Sinai after the Dec. 12 crash of
said he did not want to answer
the Arrow Air charter in which
questions. But he said Carroll
248 solders died at Gander, New"did know" about commission
foundland, while returning
sharing.
home from the Middle East.
Other topics at the news conDuring farewell ceremonies
ference included:
Nov. 10 for the new group, famiFIFTH AMENDMENT
ly members and friends bade
Carroll said his invoking the
farewell to the 800 soldiers from
constitutional right to avoid self101st Airborne Division who will
incrimination was "to many
take part in a peace keeping
Kentuckians the most puzzling
mission.
aspect of this affair." He releasBut thoughts were of the
ed a 2%-page letter from his atsoldiers who died.
torney, William E. Johnson of
Maj. Gen. Burton Patrick said
Frankfort, outlining the Fifth
during the farewell program
Amendment strategy to avoid
that the tragedy was on
the possible perjury charges.
everyone's mind when the
He said the privilege had to be
soldiers began training this
asserted immediately. "A
year, but all "tried to concenwitness does not have the luxury
trate on what we need to do to
of picking and choosing which
Complete this mission."
s
qa
uleati
d. ons to answer,— Carroll
Base .spoketimari Bill Taylor
said one planeload of troops left
Johnson's letter said Carroll from
the airfield here at 6:15
did not want to assert the
a.m. CST after a one-week delay
privilege, but was persuaded.
caused by what the Army said
The tactic was used to bring
was an "administrative mixperjury or false-swearing
up."

Probe...

delayed until that time.
Carroll said he told Frankfort
engineer David Clark about the
offer and Clark investigated it.
Clark's engineering firm received more than $8 million in nonbid contracts from the state.
Clark was later indicted for
failing to tell the grand jury
about the business arrangement. He was found guilty during one tal, but had the verdict
set aside by U.S. District Judge
Bernard T. Moynahan Jr., who
also ordered an acquittal on the
charge at a second trial.
Carroll said such promotional
interests are common and Good
did him a favor as a friend.
As for his partnership with a
man whose company held state
contracts, Carroll acknowledged that "a suggestion of impropriety exists when I take my
hindsight and look back at it."
WASHINGTON CONFERENCE
Carroll said after a conference
with him and his attorneys
Washington, officials of
Justice Department's tax division "admitted that they had absolutely no case whatsoever
against me."
The federal officials asked
just four questions about minor
details of his financial
statements and a fifth question
about his delivering a $3,000
state insurance check to Paulie
Miller, former Jefferson County
clerk.
The check was from Wombwell Insurance, the Lexington
company that handled the state
workers' compensation contract, but Carroll said he only
knew the envelope was from
McGuffey.
"Al the time I did not know
and never saw the actual
check," he said.
RAMIFICATIONS
Carroll said he hoped he had
laid to rest the controversy of
the investigation and its burden
on his campaign.
He predicted that, if any of his
Democratic opponents try to use
the issue against him, it will
backfire and the public will
perceive theirs as a "smear
campaign."
Carroll said his legal bills
from the investigation have
been more than $100,000.
raised during the investigation
are not On the campaign agenda.
However, "We think the integrity and the records of every
candidate will be issues in this
campaign," he said.
Similar sentiments were expessed by Diana Taylor
Osborne, press'secretary to Dr.
Grady Stumbo."We believe that
Kentuckians deserve to have the
issues addressed in this campaign," she said. "You can't
necessarily foreclose a discussion of integrity in
government."
Only the Wallace Wilkinson
campaign said the matter would
be avoided.
"We haven't made it an issue
to this point and I know of no
plans to make it an issue," said
Wilkinson spokesman Doug
Alexander.
calls to former Gov. John Y.
Bbwn Jr., who is not an active
candidate but is considered a(•
likely prospect, were not
returned.
Carroll appeared to be making
ready to go on the offensive with
the whole matter. A television
crew videotaped the entire news
conference.
"We might use it in the campaign," Carroll said.
Carroll said the public is not
concerned about the
Investigation.
"The interest is more of a
media interest than a public interest," Carroll said.

Fort Campbell soldiers take off
today for mission in the Sinai
A second group also had a
scheduled takeoff this morning,
and a third contingent is
scheduled to leave in a few
weeks.

M-CCTA...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Calloway County Transit
Authority ws able to increase
ridership 20 percent without adding new vehicles or increasing
cost. He said this was "pretty
outstanding" and was the exception rather than the rule.
Sue Morris, director of the
local transit, said "it's an honor
to receive it."
Morris and Dr. Peter Whaley,
transit board chairman, both
agree the honor should be
shared by everyone involved in
the area transit system from the
city and county governments,
the board of directors, the
management, the drivers and
everyone who uses the _service.
Whaley added that those people involved in the early stages
of the system should also share
in the honor.
"We're very pleased, very
happy and very honored,"
Whaley added.
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OBITUARIES
Preston Brandon
Preston Brandon, 66,
of Rt. 1, Hazel, died
Monday at 1:46 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Clara
Ray Brandon, died Nov.
27, 1985. A brother,
Eldridge Brandon, died
Nov. 9, 1977.
Born April 2, 1920, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Curtis Brandon and
Pearl Taylor Brandon.
Survivors are three
daughters, Mrs. Steve
(Freda) Carraway, Rt.
2, Murray, Mrs. Larry
(Marilyn) Ray, 102
South 14th St., Murray,
and Mrs. James (Barbara) Rogers, Rt. 1,
Hazel; one sister, Mrs.
James Euel (Brenda)
Erwin, Rt. 1, Hazel;

nine grandchildren.
Mr. Brandon was a
member of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church
where the funeral will
be Thursday at 2 p.m.
The Rev. Bob Dotson
will officiate. Music will
be by the Church Choir
with Truman Whitfield
as director and Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers will be
Eddie Workman, Steve
Gordon, Lonnie Kimbro,
James Dale Eliwin,
James Mahan and Kenny Dale Erwin.
Burial will follow in
the church cemetery
with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel where friends
may call after 10 a.m.
Wednesday.

J.T. Adams

A

Services for J.T. until the funegt hour.
Mr. Adams, 68, Rt. 1,
Adams will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at South Hazel, died Monday at
Pleasant Grove United 12:07 a.m. at MurrayCallow,ay County
Methodist Church.
Officiating will be the Hospital.
He is survived by his
Rev. Bob Dotson. Music
will be by the Church wife, Mrs. Catherine
Choir with Truman Stockdale Adams; two
Whitfield as director daughters, Mrs. Gary
and Mrs. Otto Erwin as (Clara) Williams,
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs.
organist.
Burial will follow in Allen (Lacresia ) Jefchurch cemetery with frey, Niceville, Fla.;
arrangements by Miller one son, Jerry Adams,
Funeral Home of Hazel Hazel; three
where friends may call grandchildren.

Mrs. Marilee Easter Martin
Mrs. Marilee Easter
Martin, 45, of Nashville,
Tenn., formerly of Mur-.
ray, died Monday at
9:30 p.m. at her home.
Her death was due to
complications following
a short illness.
She was employed aS
a designer by Nettle
Creek Shop and had her
affiliate broker's license
with Karolyn Little
Realty Co., both at
Nashville.
, Mrs. Martin was
president-elect of
Friends of Cheekwood,
on the state board of
Middle Tennessee
Chapter of American
Lung Association, and
was last year's chairman of Preservation
Ball for Association for
Preservation of Tennessee Antiquities.
She had received
degrees from Andrews
University, Southern
College and Parsons
School of Design.
Survivors are one son,
Frederick Martin,
Nashville; her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Easter, Morristown,
Tenn.; one niece,
Suzanne Wingo,
Lexington.
The funeral will. be
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at
Calvary United
Methodist Church,
Nashville.
Burial will follow in
Emma-Jarnigan
Cemetery in Morristown, Tenn., on
Thursday at 1 p.m.
Friends may call at

Hog market
Federal-8140e Market News Service
November 13, 1N11
Kemlacky Parcame Area Hog blarket
Report Includes 6 Baybeg Madams
ReeelparLos. 0311 E.L 7116 Barrows
& GUM .54 lower Sows soder MO lb..
Meaty over UM lee. Lee Miler.
U8 1-2 SUMO LM.
$62.75-53.15
assed7 63.01 steady
$66.75-52.75
US 1.2 060
U8 S-3 06M6 Lb..
812.111-51.75
11111.115-62.36
US 3-4 3611-170 Lb..
Sows
642.40-44.411
US 1.S 8166 Lb..
US 1.3 11111-46,
543.06-44.86
1 Lb..
VS 1.2 AMMO Lb..
6414.66-48.4111
U8 1-3 Over MS Lb..
543.44141.511
$4.2.40.82.416
US 3-3 SWIM Lb..
Bears 231.6641.56

Martin's and BraceyWelsh, Inc. Funeral
Home, 209 Louise,
Nashville, from 7 -to 9
p.m. tonight (Tuesday).
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Alive
Hospice, Lung Association, Cheekwood or
American Cancer
Society.

Shultz says negotiations tough

Ms. Gertha Jones
Ms. Gertha Jones, 60,
of 304 South llth St.,
Murray, died • at her
home.
Calloway County Coroner Tommy Walker
said she was found dead
about 8 a.m. Monday by,
a family member and he
estimated her death to
have occurred at 12:30
a.m. Monday. She had
been in W health for
sometime.
She is survived by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Carl Jones, Murray;
two sons, Jerry D.
Lowery, Houston,
Texas, and Max
Lowery, Dallas, Texas;
one sister, Mrs. Lucille
Higgins, Canton; two
brothers, Jewell Jones,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Carl
Jones Jr., Cadiz; six
grandchildren.
Miller Funeral Home
of Murray will be in
charge of the funeral
andburial
arrangements.

WASHINGTON I AP )
His description of the deputies, Ron Lehman
The United States and
— Secretary of State Soviet Union are known Soviet stance suggested and Maynard Gillman.
George P. Shultz say's to be in virtual agree- Moscow had hardened will hold the Dec. 2-5
negotiating nuclear ment on dismantling its position on missile session with a Soviet
Weapons reductions their medium -range reductions even though delegation headld by
with the Soviets will be nuclear missiles in Reagan and Gorbachev Viktor P. Karpov, the
"tough and probably Europe, but the Sovfbts "set a new arms control chief Soviet negotiator
drawn-out" because want that to be part of a agenda" in Reykjavik.
Meanwhile, Defense
Moscow wants to hold broader agreement that
The Soviets in the past Secretary Caspar W.
off agreements until all also limits the U.S. anti- had tried to restrain the Weinberger said Monissues are settled.
missile program to
.S. anti-missile pro- day night the United
But Shultz said Mon- laboratory research.
gram. But Shultz sug- States would never
day night the U.S. antiShultz, describing the gested Moscow was trade Star Wars or
missile program and a Soviet position in his linking all arms control balanced conventional
buildup of U.S. nuclear Chicago speech, said: issues that are under strength in Europe for a.
and Conventional forces "Make no mistake - negotiation to their new arms control acwould force Soviet about it. Tough, and pro- stance on Star Wars.
cord with the Soviet
military planners to bably drawn-out
The last round of Union.
Survivors are his
The funeral for John
consider reducing their negotiations will still be negotiations in Geneva
In an address to a
B. York was Monday at wife, Mrs. Virgie York; nuclear arsenals.
required if we are to nail ended last week without symposium in
2 p.rn‘in the chapel of one daughter, Mrs.
While Shultz was down any formal agree- agreement. But the Washington on the
Collie Funeral Home, Wiython Lampert of counseling
patience in a ment on offensive force Soviets proposed the North Atlantic Treaty
Murray; two sons, Elvin
Benton.
speech at the University reductions. For exam- three principal Organization.
Lake Riley officiated. York of Benton and
of Chicago, a U.S. of- ple, the Soviets are now negotiators for both Weinberger said the
Burial was in Hiett John Preston York of
ficial in Washington linking agreement on sides meet Dec. 2-5 in United States and its
Murray.
Cemetery.
disclosed that senior anything with agree- the Swiss city.
European allies desired
Also,suiwivingjare two
Mr. York, 67, of 705
American t''and Soviet *;-enat
The U.S. official. who" deep rettictions in offen. !AIL erything."
Olive St., Benton, died sisters, Mrs. Dixie
negotiators had ..tenThe Reagan ad- demanded anonymity, sive ballistic nuclear
Sunday at 4:40 a.m. at Cavitt and Mrs. Maxine
tatively agreed to meet ministration has re- said this represents a missiles.
Murray-Calloway Coun- Wyatt, Benton; two
early next month in jected any such deal. "de facto" extension of
Regardless of
brothers, Clifton York
ty Hospital.
Geneva.
Shultz said the Soviets the formal negotiations. whether such an accord
He was a member of and Maxey York, BenThis means the two wanted to restrict U.S. "It's kind of perplexing is negotiated. the
Walnut Grove Church of ton; seven
sides will not put their research on anti-missile because basically they Western alliance must
grandchildren.
Christ.
talks on reducing defense "in a way that gave us stonewalling continue improving its
nuclear weapons and on would cripple the through the last round," conventional strength.
the controversial U.S. A .merican SDI the official said.
he said The Soviet bloc
"Star Wars" missile 'Strategic Defense InChief'U.S. negotiator holds a large edge over
defense program on itiative) program. This Max M. Kampelman NATO in conventional
hold until mid-Januaiy. we cannot accept."
and his two principal forces in Europe
Bundy "didn't have
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
(AP) — A federal ap- much to say" and showpellate panel in Atlanta ed little reaction to the
on Tuesday halted the court's issuance of an
execution of suspected indefinite stay, Florida
SEOUL, South Korea control of this comserial slayer Theodore. Department of CorrecIt said 100,000 .people zone that separates the
Robert Bundy less than tions spokesman Vernon (AP ) — North Korean
munist country of 19 lined roads leading from two Koreas said Kim
seven hours before he Bradford said in Starke. leader Kim II Sung, who ' million he has led since the airport to the city to had been shot to death.
was to die for the
The ruling came less had been reported slain its creation in 1948.
Japan's Kyodo News
welcome Batmunkh,
murder of a 12-year-old than three hours after or ousted in a coup,
Radio Press, a Tokyo- who is communist Service said in a
U.S. District Judge made an official ap- 'based private monitor- Mongolia's head of dispatch from Hanoi
girl.
George Sharp in Orlan- pearance today in ing service, quoted state.
Monday that VietA three-judge panel of do refused to halt the ex- Pyongyang, greeting broadcasts as saying
A flurry of reports namese sources
the 11th U.S. Circuit ecution, and after the the Mongolian premier, Kim was accompanied that
Kim had been killed reported Kim had been
Court of Appeals said Florida Supreme Court the official North at the airport by Deputy or deposed
began Sun- killed
there was insufficient unanimously rejected Korean news agency Premier and Foreign day when
the defense
time before Bundy's Bundy's last-ditch reported.
Minister Kim Yong ministry in Seoul said
Read the
scheduled 7 a.m. elec- appeal.
A photograph also Nam and officials of the broadcasts from North
trocution to consider his
Sharp, who issued his distributed by the ruling Koran Workers Korean loudspeakers
want ads daily
attorney's arguments, 19-page order after Korean Central News Party.
along the demilitarized
and that "a stay of ex- almost seven hours of Agency showed the
ecution is mandated."
consideration, wrote 74-year-old Kim shaking
that Bundy "failed to hands with Zhambyn
make a substantial Batmunkh in an airport
showing of a" denial of a welcoming fo-r the
federal right" in claim- Mongolian leader.
An Asian diplomat in
ing that he was mentally
Incompetent to stand Pyongyang, contacted Industrial Average
-03.38
I.B.M.
123 #1
1880.52
trial and act as his own by telephone from Pek- Previous Close
Ingersoll Rand
57 unc
kind of new talent we attorney in the 1980 ing, told The Associated Air Products
Jerrico
35/
1
4 *4
195/3B 19/
3
4A
must bring into trial.
Press that he had seen American Telephone
Kmart
25/
1
2 unc
497/8
statewide office if we
Kroger
1
2 unc
34/
"The bottom line was Kim at the airport and Briggs & Stratton
31 1/4 -/
1
4
3,8% 4.14
are going to keep the that he denied all the "he is in absolutely good Chrysler
Overnight Trans.
42% .14
zg% _14
Democratic Party claims and petitions," health."
CSX Corp
8414 -1 1/8
JCPenney
strong across District Court
313/8 +1
Penwalt
"Everything is all Dean Foods
51%_ +31
/
4
Kentucky."
14%B 14/
1
2A
Quaker Oats
spokesman Al Donahue right in this country, the Dollar Gen. Store
79% •3/4
McWhorter, 30, serv- said.
69 -1/8
Sears
situation is absolutely Exxon
42%
56%
ed as Deputy State InTexaco
/4
357/s .34
the Ford
Bundy's attorney, normal .
surance Commissioner James Coleman, declin- diplomat said, speaking G.A.F.
Time Inc.
393/4 -5/5
/
4
73% •13
under Governor Martha ed to comment on on condition that he not General Motors
71 + 14
U.S.Thbacco
41/
1
2 unc
793/41 -1/4
Layne Collins. Sharp's decision.
Wal-Mart
44% .%
be identified. "There GenCorp, Inc.
Previously, he has servWendy's
447/4 +%
11% +%
The appeal had gone seems to be nothing cor- Goodrich
45% %
ed as chief executive to the state high court rect about these reports Goodyear
C.E.F. Yield
5.21
assistant in the Depart- after Circuit Judge (of an assassination or
WOODMAN BUILDING
ment of Local Govern- Wallace Jopling, who power seizure
BETTY BOSTON
ment and was an ad- presided over Bundy's
300 MAPLE STREET
JACK UDDBERG
The photo. and an
ministrative assistant in original trial,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
PAT GOSSUM
refused earlier report by the
the State Auditor's Monday for the
News
Central
Korean
second
office.
time in less than a week Agency and Radio
Before entering state to halt the execution,
set Pyongyang on the airgovernment, fo
7 a.m. Tuesday at port greeting, dispelled
McWhorter also worked Florida
State Prison rumors about the fate of
with Kentucky senior
Kim and a struggle for
near Starke.
Senator Wendell Ford,
in Washington.
McWhorter is a native
of Albany in Clinton
County, where his family still lives and
operates a farm supply
business. After attending the University of
Kentucky, he entered
500 S. 4th, Murray 753-6450
the insurance business,
founding his own agency
Store Hours: 7-5 Mon-Fri, 8-12 Sat.
in Southcentral
Kentucky.
McWhorter currently
serves as vice president
for Agency Relations
with Equity Insurance
Managers, Incorporated in Lexington.
He and his wife Natalie
have a home in
Frankfort.

John B. York

Federal panel stops
execution of Bundy

North Korean leader seen today

HILLIARD LYONS

Pat McWhorter to seek post
of Kentucky State Treasurer
Lexington
businessman Pat
McWhorter today announced his candidacy
for State Treasurer in
the May 1 9 8 7
Democratic Primary.
McWhorter, who has
served in three state
government administrations, said he
would bring to bear both

Pat McWhorter
his business and government experience in serving as Kentucky's
Treasurer.
"I intend to conduct
the business of the
Treasurer's Office with
the honesty and integrity the people of Kentucky expect of their
elected officials," he
told a news conference
at the Capitol.
State Senator Ed Ford
of Cynthiana,
McWhorter's state campaign chairman, said,
"Pat represents the

Stock Market

CARRIER
NEEDED

Myers Lumber
of Murray, Inc.

New concord
Hamlin Area.
Apply in person

Murray
Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell
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6" Kraft

Paneling

Insulation
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.Ir.99
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GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

GENII/Al MOTOOS COOPOIP411016

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Captain Paul
Has Gone Fishing!
Announcing A Fabulous
Monday-Wednesday Special
Starting at 4 p.m.

25" Custom

Rent the

Counter
Tops

RUG DOCTOR®

I99

Boneless Catfish Dinner
including slaw, hushpuppies and choice of potato

$2.95

a.

Ford Pinto
Choose from 3, 1878-1979 — All with less than 75,000 mlles.

Ff

tag.

with the
Vibrating
Brush

Foot

Salad Bar with meal only $1.35 extra

Only $25* per week — $300 Down
*With approved credit, plus titles, tax & licerum bawd on
81410.50 to finance for 58 weeks at 7428 A.P.R.
PURCFUUIE
DWAIN
• 'ARIA
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

eiotAdt

753-2617

041 S. Merrey

DEALER

*men *ettfr6
Opon Monday-Saturday at 4:00 p.m. Open Thursday at 11 a.m. for Lunch Buffet
Hwy. 641 North, 753-4141

DRIVE tt MILE AND SAVE
SALE ENDS SATURDAY
Moser( me
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Murray High football awards
Calloway County football awards
len ,ne'rnher i C'alloway Comity's 7-2 varsity football team received awards at the fall sports banquet
Monda:t, night at the high school - front row, left to right, Todd Bohannon, scholastic award; Bobby
Allen. best defensive lineman:- Jimmy Cole, Mr. Hustle and Chad Stubblefield, best defensive back;
back revs.1 r. thester Garner, Mr. Hustle; David Lawrence,spirit award; Mike Garland, best offensive
111,..man Re( Friwit valUable player and Monty Thompson, best offensive back.

Murray High held its football banquet Monday night at the high school to honor the 7-3 Tigers. At the
banquet, seniors Rodney Skinner, Mark Wallace and Mark West were named the honorary captains for
the year. The players receiving awards were: front row, left to right, Chris Padgett, best defensive
back; Skinner, best offensive back; Terry McCallon, unsung hero award and West, 110 percent and
most valuable player awards; back row,1-r, Tony Wade, best offensive lineman; Hugh Houston,senior
excellency award; Jim Alexander, most tackles; Jon Wilson, best blocker and Keith Tyler, best defensive _lineman.

Redskins' win over 49ers wasn't made for prime time
I 1 11

r

4:ti1.111RER4;

v‘riter

w •oz just as
tt,•.st of the nal
robably
l ,v the tune the
‘Vas!•Iiietor! Redskins
finished heating the San
? 49ers 14-6
v-a hie wasn't
mioir
It
v. ,iq
the longest
game In Nionday night
history
3 hours and 53
minutes. finally ending
at 12 7); EST — and contaitiPd numerous other
e- 1
tion

dubious milestones, so dropped to 6-4-1 and lost
much so that the scoring a chance to move into
was almost incidental.
the NFC Wet lead. got
For the record, its points on 34- and
George Rogers ran one 38-yard field goals by
yard for one Washington Ray Wersching.
touchdown in the first
In between was futiliquarter and Jay ty. "Somehow. some
Schroeder passed 27 way, we have a way of
yards to Gary Clark fOr winning," was the way
the other on the Red-Washington Coach Joe
skins' first possession of Gibbs summed it up.
the second half as
San Francisco's Joe
Washington got back in- Montana, who last week
to a first-place tie in the made a dazzling comNFC East with the New eback from back
York Giants, each at 9-2. surgery, completed 33 of
San Francisco. which 60 passes for 441 yards,

team records in both attempts and yardage.
But he was intercepted three times;
overthrew a wide-open
Jerry Rice in the end
zone: had another sure
TD pass dropped by Joe
Cribbs, and had the
dubious distinction of
becoming the second
quarterback ever to
throw for more than 400
yards without his team
scoring a touchdown.
Five times the 49ers
were inside the Redskins 20 but all they

Let's talk urkey
L

about cable
Cable television offers you more...
more choice, quality programming,
and entertainment value.

and now we're offering you a...

FREE CONNECTION
when you sign up for basic service,
11E30, Cinemax or the Disney Channel.

came out with were the
two field goals.
"I didn't feel rusty,
but I got tired at the
end," Montana said.
"We just seemed a bit
out of synch," said
Dwight Clark, Montana's his favorite
target until Rice came
along.
The 49ers-, who
outgained the Redskins
501-266, were penalized
15 times for 118 yards, a
team record, and continually had drives stalled by yellow flags. Rice,

for example, caught 12
passes for 204 yards, but
lost 67 more yards in
receptions by penalty,
including one that
nullified a 19-yard gain
to the Washington four.
"It's awfully tough to
keep walking back to
the huddle and having
big gains erased," Rice
said.
Coach Bill Walsh added that "some of those
calls were mind boggling; a couple were
very questionable."
But the 49ers also had

Wildcats or Volunteers will get
Liberty Bowl bid to play Gophers
MEMPHIS, Tenn.
(API - Forget the
rankings. Forget the
records. The Liberty
Bowl is looking for a few
good teams with lots of
traveling fans, says the
bowl's director.
The three teams being
considered for this
year's Dec. 29 postseason game - Minnesota, Kentucky and
Tennessee - all fit the
bill, said A. F. "Bud"
Dudley, the Liberty
Bowl's founder and executive director.
None of the three is
ranked or in the running
for a conference cham-.
pionship. Minnesota is
6-4 for the season while
Tennessee is 4-5 and
Kentucky is 5-4-1.
Minnesota and Kentucky have one game
each left ih regular
season play while Tennessee has two games to
go.
Tim Treadwell, chair-,
man of the Liberty Bowl
selection committee,
said late Monday that
Minnesota will be invited to the Liberty
Bowl regardless of the
outcome of the Gophers

matchup with Iowa on the economy of MemSaturday.
phis," Dudley said. "A
The University of week after the game,
Minnesota has agreed to nobody remembers the
guarantee purchase of teams' record."
at least 12,000 tickets to
This year's Liberty
the game, Treadwell Bowl will pay each team
said.
$800,000, he said.
"The Fiesta Bowl got
"Last year, we had
two great teams," the money up and
Dudley said. "We had they've got the dream
Louisiana State and game," Dudley said.
they were 9-1-1, and we "They'll have Penn
had Baylor and they State and Miami. I think
were like 8-3 and we had they'll pay each team
38,000 - people in the $2.4 million.
"We can't pay that,
stadium."
Liberty Bowl but they have 78,000
Memorial Stadium seats and Phoenix is
where everybody wants
seats 50,180.
"As long as we have to go after Christmas,"
50,000 seats and no sun Dudley said. "We're
and sand, we have to be competing with people
different," Dudley said. in a lot warmer places
"Every year we knock
ourselves out getting
high-ranked teams. We
spend a lot of money on
bringing them here, and
we don't fill the
stadium."
Dudley said a plan to
add more than 15,000
seats to the Liberty
Bowl stadium in 1987
will be futile unless the
current seats can be
filled.
"The main purpose of
The Murray State
our bowl game is to help
women's cross country
team almost was right
on target.
Going into the Region
A TRUCK
III championships
Saturday, the Lady
YOU CAN LIVE WITH
Racers had hoped to
finish in the upper half
of the team standings.
They nearly did just
that, finishing 15th out
of a field of 29 teams.
Only one other Division I-AA school Eastern Kentucky finished ahead of Murray State. The Lady Colonels came in eighth.
"I feel good about our
performance." MSU
coach Margaret Simmons said. "I thought
Short wheel base, 2.5 liter enne, 4. we. ran .quit"'well. We
spetl; rear step bbef. i -white, 1 blue.
Missed 14th placaione
point."
Nina Funderburk was
MSU's top runner, coming in 87th in 19:05.
U.S..641 South
Funderburk, earlier in
the season, barely miss753-1372
ed making the All-Ohio

GMC

You Save $10.00
Here's how: Bring us three or four canned goods
to help a household less fortunate than yours. We'll
say thanks to you with a FREE CONNECTION to
the entertainment service of your choice.

MURRAY

•. CAOLE
N753-5005
Bel-Air Center

trouble containing the yards away in the third
Washington pass rush.
quarter and again on an
While the Redskins interception by Calvin
sacked Montana only Daniels that killed a
three times, five of the fourth-quarter drive at
penalties were holding the Washington 15..
calls on offensive
"Our opponent was
linemen and Montana
was constantly hurried, better tonight," said
Walsh, whose team
particularly by Dexter
would have leapfrogged
Manley, who-had said of
over the 7-4 Los Angeles
Montana before the
Rams with a win ''They
game: "I'll ring his
were just a step better
clock."
on most of the plays."
The 49ers quarterBut Washington's ofback was running away
fensive numbers were
from Manley when he
overthrew Rice from 15 (Cont'd on page 9)

1987 S-15 GMC

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES,,INC:

than Memphis in
December."
Dudley said there are
other considerations for
bowl games trying to
lure top-ranked teams.
"When we go after a
team with a great
record, we get a reluctant bride," he said.
"LSU felt like they
should have been in the
Sugar Bowl last year
and they brought 5,000
or 6,000 people.
"A team that is happy
to be in any bowl game
is going to bring a lot of
fans and football people
spend a lot of money,"
Dudley said. "We're going to try to fill up the
hotels and restaurants
in Memphis this year."

Lady Racers
come in 15th
at regional meet
Valley Conference
squad, as she finished
sixth in the conference
championships and the
top five runners made
the squad.
Jackie Murzynowski
covered the Furman
University course in
19:22. good for 100th
place. Other Lady
Racer finishes were:
Michelle Connell, 105th,
19:28; Jenny Edmonds,
107th, 19:30; Maryellen
Schultz, 109th! 19:31;
Kathy Hein, 115th, 19:35
and Kathy Keenan,
137th, 20:00.
Patty Matava of the
University of Virginia
won the race in 17:17.
Thau Universkty..of
-Alaiania captured the
team championship.
The University of Kentucky finished second.
Two-hundred-and seven runners representing 41 schools
competed.
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Bird is selected by OVC
as best offensive player
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - Murray State
running back Bill Bird
and Eastern Kentucky
linebacker Fred Harvey
have been selected as
the Ohio Valley Conference's offensive and
defensive players of the
week.
Bird, a 5-foot-11.
220-pound junior, gained

105 yards on 20 carries
and scored two
touchdowns as Murray
State retained a share of
the league lead with a
21-7 victory over Middle
Tennessee State on
Saturday.
Harvey, a 5-1 1.
223-pound senior, made
14 initial stops, had 10
assists, caused a fumble

and Intercepted a oass
as the Colonels kept
their share of the OVC
lead with a 27-24 victory
over Akron
Colonels' kicker Dale
Dawson is the league's
specialist of the week
after accounting for
nine of Eastern Kentucky's 27 points against
Akron, including what

proved to t Inv game
winning field goal
•
The
,,riferen( e rookie of the week 1,
Akron noseguard Piero
Joiner who was in or.
nine tackles includini,
five tack le,;-for loss an,
a quarterhack Sat k 0
the Zips loss to Kaster,
Kentucky
Mor eh ea
center Howar7 '.‘i , ,bs
a 6-0 250-po.,r
senior
graded at ^7 per( ent a.
Morehead State ac
cumulated r,ort-• [hal
tion of Geralyn Feth at opportunity to eventual- 400 yards Iota! offense ii
the end of this season, ly work into that a 27 24
tory ove,
Michelle will have an position "
Youngstow Slate

Childers signs forward

Calloway cross country awards
Five members of the boys' and girls' cross country teams at Calloway County High School received
awards at the fall sports banquet Monday night - front row, left to right, Pam Knight, most valuable
runner; Connie Ross,scholastic award and coach's award and Randy Sans, most valuable runner; back
row, I r, Kevin Garland, coach's award and Mike Ross, scholastic award.
•

Leveronne paces Racer runners
Murray State's men's
cross • country team
finished its season
Saturday by placing
24th in the NCAA
District- III Championships at Furman
University.
"I am very pleased
with the performance of
our team." MSU coach
Jay Flanagan said. "We
were competitive with
many tams in the South
despite the fact we are a

non-scholarship pro- son finished 157th in
gram. This group did it 33:54, Ed Ginn finished
for the love of competi- 179th in 34:40, Keith
tion and running, and I Abell finished 180th in
am proud of their 34:41 and Barry Knight
accomplishment's."
finished 209th in 36:01.
Senior co-captain
James,Farmer of the
Mike Leveronne paced University of North
the Racers, coming in Carolina won the race,
54th He covered the crossing the finish line
10.000-meter course in in 30:00.
31:38.
, The University of
Lance Winders finish- Florida had the top
ed 109th in 32:46, while team score, 98 points. It
Trent Lovett finished was followed by North
147th in 33:40, Todd Hen- Carolina stat. with 108,

and Tennessee, with 123.
All three qualified for
theNCA A
Championships.
Murray State finished
with 638 points. •
•
There were 39 full
teams and 50 schools at
the meet.
The Racers now must
start getting ready for
the indoor track season,
which begins Dec.6 with
a meet at Memphis
State.

Martin: Eagles need new attitude
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP - Morehead State
coach Wayne Martin
will be stressing a new
attitude for his Eagles
this season
The past two basketball seasons have been
lean ones for Morehead
State, with a combined
15-39 record. The Eagles
have to get back in the
winning habit. Martin
said.
"I think more than
anything else, that will
be our primary concern," said Martin. "I
think we're physically
ready to compete for the
(Ohio Valley Conferencel championship.
But the major hump will
be to take these kids and
Head them down the late
stages and turn the twoto five-point losses in to
wins."
The Eagles, 8-19
overall and 1-13 in the
OVC last year, return
all their starters, with
the addition of three
junior college transfers
and a hot-shooting

freshman from Canada
They are picked to
finish seventh in the
nine-team league.
"I believe vve will
reap some benefits this
season with kids back
from the past year or
two," said Martin.
The best of the group,
and one of the OVC's top
performers, is 6-foot-9,
245-pound senior center
Bob McCann. Last year,
he averaged 16.9 points
and a league-leading
10.4 rebounds.
"I think it's going to
be important for Bob to
realize that this year
he's going to have to
help make his teammates better players,"

said Martin. "He's
already had two great
years for us."
Competing for the
other frontline positions
will be 6-6 senior Willie
Feldhaus, 6 - 7
sophomore Kevin Simpson and 6-7 senior Pate
Clements. Feldhaus
averaged 8.4 points last
season, while Simpson
tossed in 5.2 and
Clements 4.8.
Among the returning
guards are 6 - 5
sophomore Jeff Griffin,
who averaged 6.8 points,
5-10 junior Talbert
Turner, 7.4 points, and
6-3 sophomore Bo
Rivers, 5.3 points.
Martin went to

Murray State Lady
Racer basketball coach
Bud Childers has signed
his first recruit of the
season.
Michelle Wenning, a
6-2 forward from New
Washington (Ind. I Hie
School, committed to
MSU during the early
signing period.
Wenning already has
rewritten the school's
career scoring and rebounding records and is
expected to surpass
2,000 career points by
the close of her high
school career.
As a junior, she
averaged 41 points and
12 rebounds while
shooting 62 percent
from the field and 63
percent from the free
throw line.
A preseason secondteam all-state pick,
Wenning is listed as an
all-star candidate in
"Hoosier Basketball "
She selected Murray
State over Louisville,
Dayton and Indiana.
She is a two-time Most
Valuable Player at tire
'ftiversity of Kentucky
Lady Cat basketball
camp and was selected
to the first all-camp
squad at the Bill Harrell
All-Star camp last
summer.
"We're extremely
happy to add Michelle to
our ranks," Childers
said. "With the gradua-

Alabama to find 6-1
guard Michael Mason of
John C. Calhoun Community College and
6-411 swingman Derrick
Davis of Walker Junior
College. Both are considered excellent
perimeter shooters.

(Cont'd from page 8)
minimal. Rogers carried 24 times for 104
yards, his fifth 100-yard
game this year, and
Schroeder was 17 of 40
for 170 yards, making it
an even 100 passes
thrown in the game.
And even some of the
Redskins conceded the
fates just seemed to be
on their side.
''It was our night,"
said safety Curtis Jordan, who conceded he
made the wrong read on
the pass that Cribbs
dropped on the
Washington 10 with no
Redskin within 15 yards.
"They missed on that
one to Cribbs and they
.interned that.other.nrie to
Rice. Had those happened, who knows,"
Of
. Montana's overthrow of Rice, Jordan
added:
"J'm going to send
him flowers tommorrow
for that one."

Martin found 6-4
freshman guard Robin
Lott in Canada through
a Morehead State
alumnus.

Order Your Baked Country Ham
Now For Thanksgiving.
We have Country Ham
6;2101011e/2, whole or slicestkolgioik
Field's
••

I

AIL

Small Meaty

Pork Ribs

lb

DIVISION I-AA POLL

Record Pt. Pys
1 Miami, Fla
10-0-0
119e 1
2 Penn State • 3.
10-0-0
1.119
3
3 Oklahoma
9-1-0
1.083
4
4 Arizona St 1
9.0-I
1.026
5
5 Nebraska
964
9-1-0
6
6 Michigan
9-1-0
856
2
7 Ohio St
81.81"
7-2-0
730 12
9 Alabama
9-2-0
707 1:
10 So California
7-2-0
841 13
11 Arkansas
8-2-0
566 17
12 Washington
7-2-1
472 10
13 Texas A&M
7
7-2-0
,F55
14 Arizona
72.0
432 11
15 Auburn
8-2-0
406 •
18 Stanford
7-2.0
321 18
11 Baylor
7.3-0
232 IS
I8.C.TCLA •
6-8-1.'
180 16.
19 Clemson
7-2-1
156 15
20 Georgia
7-3.0
78
Others receiving votes Iowa 47 Florida State 37
North Carolina Slate 37 Virginia Tech 1. San Jose
State 14 Boston College A, Minnesota 5 Maryland 3
North Carolina 3 Fresno State 2 Miami of 438io :
Notre r•sme 1 Texas I

MISSION KAN 1986 NCAA 1 0 ..s. •
votes in pare ' •
total points
1 Nevada Here
Arkansas SI
tie Hoivl'ros,
4 E Ilitnole
5 "Isiorgis Souines
7 Appalachia' S'
Tennegsee
hi William & Mari.
I,- Jac
1.1 Kent:, •
14 N
:
14 gam Roust., •
15 l'ornell
18 -NIChol:s
17 ARM'
,
1., Massa, 1-11..s.•••-.
141 Furrnar
SO 1111.9,..,
• !le `Aar,.

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

"4.1.

1. Because this is the place I make money and
this is the place to spend it.
2. Because my interests are here.
3. Because I believe in transacting business
with my friends.
5. Because I want to see the goods.
6. Because I want to get what I pay for.
7. Because every dollar I spend at home stays
at home and works for the development of
the city.
8. Because the man I buy from stands back of
his goods.
9. Because I sell what I produce, here at home
10. Because the man I buy from pays his part of
the city and county taxes.
11. Because the man I buy from helps support
my school, my church, my lodge and my
-home.
12. Here is where I live and here is where I buy.

flP

$ 169

DIVISION I POLL

12 GOOD
REASONS WHY
I SHOULD
TRADE AT HOME

d registereo

lb

•

•
7Re

"Lott is quite a good
shooter, but he's behind
in the competitive
nature of American
basketball," said
Martin.

Wieners

S1ale •am, 1.Ie
mso,ance Company
Nom, office
Bloo!,,onglon

ch
the rie.sA rims
Place

No Purchase Necessary

Redskins
keep up
with Giants

r
5.1
Life Insurance,
- check with

&ft.

Gibson Ham Co.
will be giving away a
15 lb. Country Ham Nov. 26.
ilikA6
4
410461
4ii k around

SCOREBOARD

169

We Ship Country Hams
Nationwide!

rfitu
STIVIA8

We Custom Cure
Bacon, Hams & Shoulders
Sponsored by

- Wholesale & Retail Meat

1Vitir'ray Ledger &

Gibson Ham Co.

Phone 753-1601
107 N. 3rd St.

7, a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.

We-Accept
Food Stamps

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray-
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Pont throw away sandpaper

Cleaning abrasives prolongs life
By ANDY LANG
on the material being bital sanders? Stephe
n come across narrow
AP Newsfeatures
sanded and how fre- Granlund, president
slots and grooves, small
of
Sanding is part of a
quently the grit is clean- Granlund Engine
holes and curved surering
large percentage -of doed. Abrasive cleaning Co. of Ware, Mass.,
faces that are difficult
says
it-yourself home protools come in a wide you simply
stroke the to sand? While you can
jects, not the least of
variety of sizes and cleaner across
the often improvise to get a
which is the refinishing
shapes to fit almost any paper in one directi
on fairly good result, the
of furnitore. But', application. Handheld,
repeatedly. Of course, use of cords and tapes
millions of people do
stick -type cleaners be sure to unplug
the or- makes the job a lot
sanding merely because
work on both portable bital tool before
you
do easier and gives you a
wood finishing is their
and bench power tools, any cleaning.
Files and professional result.
hobby and not because
but there are many rasps can be cleaned
the Flexible, smalldiameter
the restoration of one or
other models for moun- same way, be
certain
to abrasive cords can
more pieces of furniture
ting on a bench.
push the cleaner across replace rigid saw blades
is essential to a contithe cutting teeth.
and hard files in many
nuance of their life
There's no big deal
The abrasive cleaner applications. The tapes
style
about the cleaning pro- itself is safe,
but when and cords can be used
Whatever the reason cedure. You hold the
using it with a power on metal and plastic as
for the sanding opera- abrasive cleaner
tool, follow the usual well as wood. They are
tions, which have their against the running belt,
precautions. Wear safe- especially useful when
own fascination, most disc or drum until the
ty goggles to protect old, hardened paint and
doit-youselfers are friction causes the suryour eyes. And keep varnish must be removunaware that sanding face of the cleaner to
loose clothing and your ed from the groove
belts, drums, discs and heat up and become
fingers away from mov- areas of chair legs,
sheets can be cleaned. sticky, which takes
ing parts on the power spindles and things of
Which means you don't frOm 8 to 1.2 seconds.
tool.
that sort.
have to discard your The sticky substance
Do-it-youself woodsandpaper when it pulls the material from
workers are also often
Abrasive cleaners and
becomes clogged, any between the abrasive
unaware of the many abrasive cords and
more than you would grains. You can do this
kinds of abrasive cords tapes are not always
throw away a wood over and over again
and tapes on the available in places that
chisel when it becomes without harm to either
market. They are ex- carry only the more
dull.
the abrasive or the cellent for
hard-to-reach usual sanding
Cleaning abrasives Power tool.
areas. How many times, materials, but ask about
extends their life many
What about hand- when doing
wood - them even if you don't
times over, depending sanding blocks and orfinishing jobs, have you see them On display.

The dealer may have
them in stock or can get
them quickly. All
specialty woodworking
houses have them on
hand, including the
mail-order houses that
sell wood -finishing
materials.
So-called abrasive
grease sticks are
sometimes used by professionals on new sanding belts to provide a
non-stick surface to
make cleaning much
easier.
(The techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, stain, bleach,
remover, etc. are detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home,"
which can be obtained
by sending 50 cents and
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, NY
11743.
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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THIS THREE-BEDROOM, TWO-BATH A-frame plan is fine
for
year-round living. The lower level plan provides for a one-car
garage and family room. Pla4i HA1391C has 860 square feet
on the
first floor and 365 on the balcony level. For more information
write
— enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope -- to architec
t
Lester Cohen, 48 West 48th St., New York, N Y. 10036.

Velvet drops from favor as top
Choose brick carefully for job fabric for furniture upholstery

By ANDY LANG
AP tiewsleatures
— I am going to put
up a brick wall along
our driveway. A
neighbor thinks I shoUld
use common brick. Is
there any advantage to
this"
A — Yes. It usually is
cheaper than regular
face brick. Don't make
your choice by what
your neighbor or
anybody else tells you.
Go to a place that sells
brick, note the differences between the
kinds the dealer has,
find out the prices and
then make a selection.
The result will depend
on the skill of the person
who is constructing the
wall.
Q. — We plan to put
down a concrete
driveway at the rear of
our house. It will be
about 100 feet long and

r

lead to a kind of covered
patio. As a gag. I would
like to put the footprints
of my relatives and
friends in the concrete,
as has been done at
Graumann's Chinese
theater in Hollywood. Is
this a difficult task?
A. — No, but you
should think twice about
such a project. It could
be' that, in a couple of
years, you might not be
too pleased about having the footprint of a
certain relative or
friend at the rear of
your house. If you
decide to go ahead with
it, the impression is
made in the concrete
after it has begun to
harden but before it has
set.
Q. — I want to put
some corrugated
aluminum roofing
sheets on an outbuilding
on my farm. Is there

%

anything spe.cial I
should know?
A. — While corrugated aluminum
sheets are relatively
light and fairly easy to
install, you should have
some knowledge of how
to handle such a job.
since it involves such
things as slopes,
overlaps and courses. It
would take more space
than available to explain it all; besides, it
should not be attempted
unless you know what
you are doing. The only
advice that can be given
here is to be certain you
use only aluminum nails
and accessories.
Q. — We have been
having a lot of condensation on the toilet tank
in our bathroom. It has
been suggested we have
a plumber install a mixing valve to keep the
water in the tank at a

Jair
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moderate temperature.
Will this have any effect
on the condensation?
A. — Yes. It should
eliminate it. The condensation is caused
when warm, moist air
settles on a cold surface; in this case, the
toilet tank. By keeping
the water in the tank
lukewarm, the moist air
will not condense on a
cold surface. But don't
expect this to cure the
problem of condensation in the entire room.
The moist air will still
be there and may condense on some other
surface. You have to
figure a way to allow the
warm, moist air to
escape — especially
after somebody has
taken a bath or shower.
(Balky toilet tanks,
noisy pipes, leaky
faucets and tank condensation are among
the subjects discussed
in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Simple Plumbing
Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending 50
cents and a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How,
P. 0 Box 477, Huntington, NY 11743. Questions of general interest
will be answered in the
column )

Bs BARBARA MAYER Thayer
Coggin, Ber- seating space for less trend from birth
to
AP Newsfeatures
nhardt and Drexel- money.
death might last up to 10
Don't buy that red Heritage. So
did allBelgrad adds that the years.
velvet sofa! Not if you white rooms.
The color growth of traditional
It takes about two
want to be in fashion.
with the most potential, styles is fueling a deyears for a new color or
Velvet, the former said author
ities, is mand for formal silks fabric to go from idea
to
"king" Of upholstery green in
all its hues. and siLlflike fabrics, completed piece
of furfabrics, has dropped Also widesp
read: tick- such as damask and jac- niture. If successful,
the
from favor. So have ing stripes
and subtle quard woven fabrics
concept may enjoy
deep jeweltone colors. multicolor
(usually emAs if to prove his point growth to Maturity over
In place of fashion's phasizing
white ) that functional seating at least three to
five
former favorites are wovens.
would be the fastest years before declini
ng
numerous other choices.
Although as a rule the growing category of or
giving way to
no one of which rules fall showin
g of the upholstered furniture, a something new.
alone.
twice-yearly furniture number of makers
Nowadays, however,
In showroom after market feature
s more showed chairs and sofas she said, consumers are
showroom at the fall new wood
furniture, this that move or announced more color-conscio
us
furniture market in time some of the
most improvements in with increased travel
High Point. N.C., there interesting new
trends seating. Broyhill, for ex- and through readin
g
was nary a velvet to be appeared to
be in ample, introduced sleep, decorating magazines
seen. Instead, silk and upholstery.
sofas that combine and books. Today, colsilk -like fabrics,
They include an em- several innovations.
ors travel from apparel
leathers and wovens phasis on
dual-purpose
They are: a thick to the home-furnishings
with subtle patternings and casual
seating, such 7-inch mattress, a new market more quickly
.
created by the loom as sleep sofas,
recliners type of innerspring unit She added that studies
were shown.
and chaises. A rather with different springing
and practical exThe trends in colors new idea is the
fully for head, trunk and feet. perience show that
are also moving away upholstered dining
chair and a configuration that women will buy the
from the deep jewel that can do double
ser- relocates the midsection same color and design
tones that have been vice in the living
bar and minimizes tear- ideas for their homes as
room.
popular toward green
In general, frame ing of bedclothes. These for their clothin
g.
and greenblue ocean styles in upholst
ery are problems associated
One potential trend in
colors, as one manufac- becoming more
tradi- with sleep sofas are home furnishings that
turer described them. tional, accord
ing to Don among the most annoy- could come directl
y
Even the pastels are Belgrad, preside
nt of ing to consumers. from ready-to-wear
is
changing from sea foam Schnadig Corp.
He said research has shown, ac- metallic fabrics, accorand raspberry to sectionals, which
are cording to company ding to Jackson. Exsomewhat more spright- composed
of fewer president, Gene Gunter. amples of trends
that
ly tones.
larger pieces, have (The new sofas will already
have made the
Dramatic black and become more
popular range in price from $700 switch from clothing
to
white in combination than modula
r seating to about $1,000.)
home furnishings inalso held a place of which requires more
A sectional system of- clude lilac and lavenhonor in a number of units. The reason:
sec- fered by Thayer Coggin dar. (Another that
she
showrooms, such as tionals provide the same
included a queen-size didn't mention is paisley
sleeper mattress, two which was seen in the
motion chairs t a marketplace this fall.)
recliner and an incliner )
Jackson says people
and a storage ottoman. choose colors for
a
(The entire system will variety of reasons, insell for between $5,000 cluding status, comfor
t
and $7,000 depending on or because the color imfabric choice, according parts a feeling of "high
to the company.)
energy." An example of
Are color trends peak- comfort is seen in the
ing more quickly these popularity of the pink
days in home fur- blush colors that sell at
nishings? Not necessari- all prices because they
ly , says Virginia make people look good.
Jackson home-fashions
She predicted the soft
coordinator of Celanese sherbet colors that have
Fibers Marketing Co. been popular for several
and a longtime observer years will become
of color in home fur- brighter, "leading to a
nishings. Jackson said new reign of sunny
that a complete color colors."
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Meet Charles Powell, Jr.
Our new Assistant Manager in charge of Building
Materials. Charles, formerly with Rickman Norsworthy,
has the experience and knowledge to give you the service you deserve. If you're a Do-it yourselfer or a professional contractor, Charles is here to answer your
building material questions.
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Bel Air StwpDing Center Murray,
Klirima'1
759-1390
Open 7 Dam A Week'
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A certified public accountant
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your business staff. Initial
Conference Free.

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public Accountant
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Suggestions on working through
difficulties with students given
Dr. Robert Meyer and join school and church "Why can't I do that
— they will face in later
Dr. Paul Salmon are groups to help you stay every body else
can." years. But don't make
psychologists at the aware of what's going Listen to the
argument this too serius yet.
University of Louisville. on. Know the symptoms your child
makes, but
Some children tend to
This article was written of drug abuse, and be don't be
drawn into long get over-involved at this
in response to a parent concerned if your child debates.
age. Between school,
who asked how to help shows any abrupt
Point out that you studies, clubs, sports
his middle school-aged changes in mood, seriously
considered the and friends, some find it
child work through dif- behavior, school perfor- issue and
decided what hard to relax and handle
ficulties with school and mance, appetite or peer you think is
best, and all their commitments.
Is reprinted with their patterns.
make it clear that the
They may need help in
permission.
Peer influence is pro- discussion is over.
setting priorities and in
Junior high, or middle bably higher at this age
This is a time when remembering that,
school, poses new than at any other time of children can
at least without some relaxachallenges, socially and life, so expect the start to
hear about the tion, life can become too
academically, and it's classic manipulation challenges
and options frantic or too tedious.
not unusual for children
to show some conflict
...*•
nt4'7. a
and struggle as they
adjust.
School tasks at that
level generally require
more analytic skills. In
grade school, the emphasis usually is on
"what," whereas in
junior high the transition to "why" and
"how" is in full swing.
Prepare your child for
this shift by encouraging him to ask questions
about lessons.
If school problems
seen to worsen or your
Calloway County Middle School welcomed a team of educators visiting the
child appears overUnited States at the invitation of the U.S. Agency for International Educawhelmed, seek help:
tion. The main emphasis of their visit was geared toward teacher trailing,
teachers say there is a
primary education, kindergarten and Head Start. The educators visited
major rise in school
Murray-Calloway Canty, Los Angeles and St. Louis schools. The visit to
failure in the middle
Murray was hosted by the Center for International Programs under the
school years.
direction of Dr. Tracy Harrington and the College of Education, Murray
Make sure your child
has developed good
State University. Pictured, from left, are, John Kajik, director of curwork habits. He should
riculum research; Abdoulaye Monkifon, director of primary education and
be able to take notes and - nursery eduction, ministry of national education Cameroon; Mr. Wilferd
organize academic
Ntube Ntoko, sub director of primary and nursery eduction, Cameroon
material. If he has conministry of education; Dr. Bobby G. Malone, host, director of school sertinuing difficulties, a
vices, college of eduction, MSU; Eugene Fonssi, principal, teacher training,
tutor might help. (Use
College Ngaoundere; Vakouba
la,kneeling, principal, teacher training,
of a tutor also removes
College Marone.
some conflict between
parents and child.)
The academic requirements of middle
school demand more
responsibility and selfmonitoring, so start
backing away from
close supervision. But
check occasionally to
make sure homework is
being finished.
Increase your child's
responsibilities in other
areas too. It's been
shown that children who
have been required
from an early age to
perform reasonable
chores do better
academically, adjust
better socially, and
have a greater sense of
family than those who
did not have chores.
Southwest Elementary third graders ()Jimmie Blalock, Brent Anderson,
Control the amount of
Brock Jones, Stacey Bindert, Michael Scott, Teanna Wood, Josh Wilson and
television your children
Julie Voo show off the jar of candy the group got to divide last week. In
watch. It's best not to
Gwyn Key's class, the students are divided into three groups. Each group
allow television until
starts the day with the same number of points; and a point is subtracted if
schoolwork and chores
the group has "trouble with behavior." The group with the most points at the
are completed. Even
end of each day gets to guess how many pieces of candy are in a jar. At the
the, don't let the
end of the week,the group with the closest guess gets to divide the jar of canchildren watch more
dy. Mrs. Key said that the "plan encourages the students to help each other
than a couple of hours a
be good citizens."
day.
Encourage your
children to read, first by
doing it yourself. Allow
them to read what they
like as long as it is not
something that you
think will harm them.
Children at this age
are becoming more independent. This may
come across at times as
rudeness or rejection.
Try to be patient, but set
limits as to how they
may show this. Continue
to show an interest in
their lives even though
you will be rebuffed at
time.
These years are often
the time when children
begin to experiment
with sex and drugs.
There were a lot of hugs and a few tears last week in Mary Johnson's
Make sure your values
kindergarten and Robertson Elementary when the kindergarten children
and rules are clear, and
surprised their student teacher, Lori Long, with a good-bye party. The
make plans about how
children made "Miss Lori" a banner and several dozen farewell cards; her
you will handle the congift from the class was the book, "The Giving Tree," by Shel Silverstein.
that
are
flicts and crisis
After refreshments,the lights were switched off, and all joined hands to sing
likely to occur.
"Make
New Friends" around a burning candle in the shape of an apple.
the
Be involved with
"Teaching kindergarten is what I want to do when I finish school," said
parents of your
Lori. "I absolutely love it."
children's peers, and

Please direct your
questions and comments about area public
schools to the Murray

city schools at 753-4363
or the Calloway County
public schools at
753-3033.

Get your best
Christmas buys
at the 14th annual.

Alpha
Epsilon Rho
TV Auction

For all your Travel Reservations Call
ea;

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
representing
Amorken and international Traveltirne

The fourth and fifth grade classes in the reading
program at East Calloway Elementary school
have completed their LoWpop Literature project. The project included a study of Biography,
Fables, Poems, Fiction and Folktales. A booklet
containing favorite selections from each group
was made by class members. From left: Dusty
Barkeen, Jason Pound, John Giles and Felicia
Ybanez.

4
.
ss.
The Murray State University Environment
Education Resource Center presented the program "Oh Deer!" for the classes of Mrs. Judy
Barber, Janay McKee, Joan Milner and Nona
Jtabers at East Calloway Elementary. Students
participated in a classroom discussion on deer
habitat. The program concluded with the outdoor
game "Deer Population" in which students
graphed the need for shelter, food and water in
the deer habitat.

Bid on hundreds of items provided by loc,i
merchants or Come by the 6th floor in the Pricf,
Doyle Fine Arts Building and bid in person

Fire prevention and safety were emphasized to
these fourth grade students at East Calloway by
Captain Pat Scott of the Murray Fire Department. He discussed various emergency situations with the class and explained the appropriate action to take in each case. Pictured
with Captain Scott are,from top left, Jason Leet.
Rodney Hill, Misty Boswell. Angela Morrison
and Erin Grogan.

State Superintendent McDonald
outlines vocational education
plans to the board of education
Superintendent of
Public Instruction Alice
McDonald outlined her
plans for vocational
education in a statement to the State Board
of Education on
Wednesday t Nov. 5).
The Department of
Education is implementing the recommendations of the Governor's
Commission on Vocational Education,
McDonald said.
"We agree with 98
percent of that report —
and, in fact, we were
already doing a good
part of what it recommended." she added,
saying that she wanted
to continue to work with
the board's Committee
on Vocational
Education.
She outlined specific
areas of work and goals
for vocational education
during the remainder of
her administration. The
Office of Instruction and
the Office of Vocational
Education_ are working
together to increase the

McDonald said
academic, content of statewide jmplementavocational courses, she lion in 1987-88, she $750,000 had been set
aside this year for
said.
added.
A plan for an advanc- equipment needs for
The department has
entered into contracts ed technology center post -secondary profor the development of a also is "getting off the grams in state
curriculum for applied ground," she noted. A vocational-technical
math and applied com- consultant has been schools.
'We have taken our
munications, she said. hired, a task force
In addition, new applied representing business role seriously, and are
physics courses will be and industry has been meeting with all intaught at the area voca- named,and a vocational terested groups trying
tional education centers education staff person to move ahead with inshe
in Russellville and has been assigned to the novative ideas
said.
Lancaster.
project.
The department is
Material for this page was submitted hs the adconsidering the development of an innovative
ministrative staffs of the Murray Independent
vocational-academic
School District and the Calloway County school
program at Webster
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger .%.
County Area Vocational
Times.
Education Center in
Dixon, she added.
She said the Department of Education was
making progress
toward its goal of offering short-term training
programs for business
and industry. The
department is working
with Murray State
University to develop a
model program expected to be ready for

HELP
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1986
1986
JEEP CHEROKEE JEEP CHEROKEE
Beige, Auto., 6 cyl., 4,000
miles, tilt, cruise, stereo,
protection group, roof
rack & pioneer package.

Murray: 762-4737
Mayfield: 247-1430

Channel 11, Nov. 194, 20 & 21
10 p.m.
6:30

- - These budding meteorologists in Mrs. Redick's
class at East Calloway made a weather vane to
check wind direction. Pictured are, from left.
J.P. Pack, Jr., Jay Kelson, Brandy Roberts,
Erica Cossey and Joshua Elliott are assembling
their weather vane.

Brown, Auto., 6 cyl.,
7,000 miles, tilt, cruise,
stereo, power door locks,
roof rack & pioneer
package.

*14;900
CAIN'S AMC JEEP -• RENAUIT
RENAULT, INC.
nweip
Hwy

641 N

753-6448

Would you purchase one or two
cans of food (vegetable or meat
product) and give it to the less fortunate for Thanksgiving,
A Boy Scout from your
neighborhood Troops 45 & 77 wiH
pick up your donation on Saturday.
November 22. between the hours
of 9:00 a.m. and 5-00 p.m. If you
cannot be at home, would you
please leave it on your doorstep
All donations will be taken to the
Needline for distribution to someone in need.
Thank you for helping us do a
community good turn'.

Contact
William Gordon
Project Coordinator
753-2484 or 753-1273
by Nov. 21st.
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Residents should not believe drought is ending
CHATTANOOGA.
Tenn. (AP — Recent
rainfall over the sevenstate Tennessee Valley
region shouldn't deceive
residents into believing
the two-year drought is
nearing an end, officials
say.
Bruce Brye, an environmental engineer
with the Tennessee
Valley Authority's Division of Air and Water
Resources,said Monday
that steady, slow rains
are needed over the
winter months to
replenish thirsty soil
and heavy downpours
would help restore surface water supplies.
The recent rains
have maintained the
status quo," he said.
"They haven't done
much to help in recovering from the drought
and they haven't made
it any worse ... it's going
to be a long road."
In October, the region
recorded an average
rainfall of 3.95 inches,
compared to the normal
2.98 inches, Brye said.
But from June 1984 to
last month, the Tennessee Valley received

SAVE

Mt
on the great taste of

Sun-drop

an average of 86.32 inches of rain compared
the normal 123.05 inches, down 38.73 inches,
he said.
"The difficulty is that
most people see two or
three weeks of wet
weather and think that
the drought is over,"
Brye said. "Although
the rainfall in October
was an inch above normal, it doesn't go very
far when you're looking
at a 40-inch deficit."
Scientist probably
won't know until spring
whether any ground has
been gained on the
drought, he said.
Without extensive
rain, Brye said springs
and wells could dry up
in some areas and
aquatic life could be further damaged by reduced water flow in lakes
and rivers that depletes
oxygen supplies.
Richard Urban, chief
of TVA's water quality
branch, said TVA reservoir levels currently are
about normal for this
time of year when they
are scheduled to be at
their lowest point to
prepare for winter
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instion Date 12 31

Tuesday, Nov.18
Faculty meeting, 3:05 p.m.
Latin Club Toga Party, 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 19
Activity period: HI-Y and Tr -Alpha meet.
Make-up for school pictures.
Thursday, Nov.20
Deficiencies due.
All-State District Band tryouts.
F.H.A. Star events, Executive Inn, 1 p.m.
Kentucky Youth Assembly, Louisville.
Girls and boys basketball scrimmage. Girls at
5:30 p.m., boys to follow.
Friday, Nov.21
K.Y.A. continues.
M.S.U. Technology Honors Seminar.
Saturday, Nov. 22
Bullitt Central Speech Contest.
WSJP #181, Chris Padgett, 12:30 p.m.
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rains.
But this season, TVA
didn't have to release
the usual amount of
water to bring down the
reservoirs because they
were already so low, officials said.
"If we get normal
runoff this winter, the
reservoirs have a
chance to be back to
normal next spring,"
Urban told The Chattanooga Times in an interview. "But note that I
said runoff, not rainfall.
"The soil is so dry in

DANVILLE Ill. (AP)
— A robbery suspect
leaped from a secondfloor window at Vermilion' County Courthouse in a sudden try
for freedom, but
authorities say his
bravado gained him only cuts, scrapes and
bruises.
Johnny R. Musson, 25,
of Danville, tried to
escape Monday during a
break in his aggravated
battery and armed robbery trial, said sheriff's
Sgt. Stan Rush.
Musson, who had been
held in the county jail
since his June 27 arrest,
broke away from courthouse deputies, ran
down two flights of

I ..)U6T HAVE.
ONE QUEGTION
BEFORE_ WE. BT1AR-1-

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP I — Lexington Urban County Council
member-at-large Bob
Babbage Monday announced that he is a candidate for auditor of
public accounts.
Babbage, 35, who
headed the University of
Kentucky's equine
research foundation until October, is the grandson of former Gov. Keen
Johnson.
He was first elected to
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Scripture
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Witnesses said
Musson grazed his head
on a metal awning over
a ground-floor windbw
before landing on his
hands and knees on the
pavement below.
Musson ran away from
the courthouse, but was
captured after a twoblock chase, Rush said.
He was treated at a
hospital for minor injuries and returned to
jail, Rush said. He had
not been charged late
Monday with the escape
attempt.

the council in 1981. A
native of Lexington,
Babbage has degrees
from the University of
Kentucky and the Lexington Theological
Seminary.
He *also founded a
financial management
company and is a
member of several civic
organizations.
Babbage is the first
Democrat to announce
for the office, though
others are expected to
do so.

Classifieds
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

ECalECUMEML__

stairs and leaped
through the window,
which was about 18 feet
above the ground, Rush
said.

Babbage is auditor candidate
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I POUND N\Y
I N6' Ru MENT
AND IJA READY
TO LEARN POW
TO PLAY IT

TVA serves 2.8 million
customers in Tennessee
and parts of Kentucky,
Virginia, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi
and North Carolina.

Suspect tries for freedom

,

0- re

the eastern part of the
TVA system, where the
reservoirs are, that
there is very little runoff
from ordinary rainfall,"
he said. "The soil soaks
it up. The reservoirs
won't return to normal
spring levels unless we
get some torrential
downpours."
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sloth
23 Quarrel
24 Exact
25 Artificial
language
26 Hyson
30 Designated
32 Mohammedan noble
33 Attitude
36 Greek island
37 Sofas
40 Signify
43 Concerning
45 Near
47 Separate
48 City in
Nevada
49 Matured
50 Blemish
54 Fruit drink
56 In favor of
57 "Run — Tin'
58 Droop
61 Beast of
burden.

2 .Notice
GLASS work and odd
Job service. Auto glass
Installed, plate glass.
alum. doors, closers an
hinges repaired. Also.
storm doors. windows 8z
screens repaired. Glass
table tops & mirrors cut
to size & shape. Insulated glass, patio door
glass, plus some types
of odd job service- all at
M&G Complete Glass.
Dixieland Center, 7530180 or 753-2798.
Calloway Co High School
Basketball Jamboree, girls
games, Nov 21 starting at
6 p.m. Boys games, Nov
22 starting at 5 p.m. Location of ismboree: Calloway
Co. High School.
PARTY TIME-- Now
taking orders for all
types of cooking and
baking for the Holiday
Season. Let us prepare
your entire Thanksgiving or Christmas dinner. We'll also figure
your Christmas Parties,
trays of all kinds.
desserts or homemade
breads. We specialize in
catering for all occasions. Call Peggy at
Peggy's Place- Dixieland Center. 753-3604.
ATTENTION LADIES
Name Brand HosieryHanes, NoNonsense,
UnderaHs, Textured,
Today's Girl for 50'
a pair. Buy one get
one free. For 10
sample
coupons
send
$5.25 to
Hosiery Unlimited,
521 Mohegan Trail,
Frankfort, KY 40601
nAVE to sell membership in Lake Barkley
Resort. Call 753-3781
after 5p.m.
1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the PartA deductible and
co-payment
amounts. You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you "will have to
pay the fir,§t $492.00
before Medicare
pays anything. FoT
free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Fr... loral eislm nen WT."

TUESDAY', NOVEMBER 18, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
2.N0t

c

e

Support your
Murray Polka
Murray Lodge 23
Fratarnal Ord*,
of Police.

Miiiray Ledger & Times

5. Lost and Found

10, Business Opportunity

24. Miscellaneous

SABLE young female
collie wearing collar &
name tag Call 436-5526
Reward offered.

PROFESSIONAL
cleaning service- established business, van,
equiment, supplies
Write: Rt. 2 Box 474,
Calvert City, Ky. 421329

WHIRLPO 0 L
microwave' oven, only
$4 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0696.

32

Apts for Rent

43

Real Estate

50

Used

Trucks

1 & 2 BEDROOM apts
AK(' Collie puppies
1975 FORD pickup,
near downtown Murray
Call 489-2208 8103 each
LW B
red, no rust,
Call 753-4109, 762-8660
runs rood Call 753-6487
1 BR apt. 1 block from
1077 DODGE Trades
6. Help Wanted
University. - Deposit & 44 Lots for Sale
man 200 Customized
rent 8150 per month_ !Ace Lot In Kenlana Van, fully factory
Call 753-3415 until 5p.m
4 mu. 40 gal.
Shores subdivision, wa- customized, ps. pb, ac.
26. TV -Radio
International
after 5p.m. 753-7123.
ter available, septic cruise, AM-FM-8-track,
14. Want to Buy
Plastic Loaf logs
14A
NAVOX
console 1 BR apt. Beautiful tank installed.
Metal Building
Priced 72,xxx $2495 Call 762MALER wants to buy color TV., only 87 per older home on Main St.,
100 Ct. Roll
reasonable. Call 436- 4757 between 4 30-7 30
Manufa
cturer
old
week.
wood
Rudolp
furniture
and
h close
420
MSU. $205 per 2289 lifter 8 Pm.
1977 FORD SWB 4
Selecting builder/ glassware, depression Goodyear- Whirlpool, month.toCall
753-0151,
Call 733-1621
wheel drive Call 345& Fiesta. Call 753-3642 755-0596.
45. Farms for Sale
2032
dealer in some days, 753-5738 nights.
24 hrs.
ZENITH VCR with 2 BR apt , nice
16 ACRES more or less, 1979 CHEVROLET
Pr. Dallvery I mil*
open areas. High I want to buy baaebafl wireless remote, 14 day, neighborh
ood, appliap
radius of Murray.
4 event timer $379.96; ces furnished, carpeted, cherry Corners- trailer Custom deluxe pickup
potential profit in cards. Call 750-1683.
house, big block well lwb , 6 cyl • standard
WANT to buy- standing 13" color T.V. $249.96; $245 per month. Call and add-on.
Call 759- shift, 56.000 miles. new
our
growth
in19" color T.V. $299.95. 759-4406.
hardwood
saw
timber.
paint, radial tires Must
CHRISTMAS idea' We
4125.
Layaway now for Xmas
Call
John
Boyer
at
dustry.
(303)
2 BR furnished apt. IS
sell. Call 901-247-3382.
copy & restore old
at Tucker T.V. 753-2900.
753-0338.
46.
Homes
for
Sale
miles South of Murray
photographs. Also, hand
1981 JEEP CJ-7, stereo
759-3200 EXT WANT to buy used
Will rent by day, week, 3 BEDROOM. 2
tinting. Carter Studio.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
bath cassette, new speakers.
electric
2403.
typewrit
er
month or yearly
3rd & Main, 753-8298.
No home•on 15 acres east of 4-speed, brand new top,
portable, good condi- I2x63 with 7x14 Ex- pets. No children 436
Murray for sale or trade great condition Must
THE Holiday season is 3000 GOVERNMENT- tion. Call 753-9331 after pando, 2 BR, 2 awning.
2594.
sell, moving $3995 Call
for home in Murray
almost here & at Pam's job slits. 5p.m.
very nice. Call 753-4705.
759-9667 Joe
DUPLEX, new 3 BR, Phone 436-5674.
Cake Hut we want to 816,040459,230/ yr.
12x65, 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath, double carport,
ap
3 BEDROOla cabin in '73 FORD 1 ton truck
dress up your dinner Now hiring. Call 806-887- 15. Articles for Sale
refrigerator, stove, pliances furnishe
d, Pinebluff Shores, fully with 16' tilt bed with
table with a delicious 6000 Ext. R-8155.
washer
& dryer. AC, central heat/air. Close
WHIRLPOOL refurnished, screened-in winch Ideal for hauling
homemade cake. How
0O0 GOVERNMENT frigerator, only $8 per very good condition. to campus.
cars & tractors
Call 753-5114 porch. large corner lot
about a fresh coconut, jobs
$5,000.
Call 759-1190 or or 753-7947. °
lits. week. Rudolph
642-1242
$20,000.
carrot. Italian cream, 816,040-8
Owner
w11-1
59,230/ yr. Goodyear- Whirlpool, 759-91576.
77 DODGE 3-speed, pb,
EXTRA nice 2 BR apt. fiance with good down
German chocolate, Now hiring.
Call 805-687- 753-0595.
14x70 SHULTZ mobile in
ps. good condition. 1700
residential area. payment. 615,647-1647
pecan pie or purhpkin. 6000 Ext.
R-10706.
home, 3 BR, central
Dryer hook-up. Lease & 3 BR brick house, real '64 Chevy, good condiWe use only the best of
16, Home Furnishings
heat & air Nice Call
products & family re- AMBITIOUS woman
$230 deposit required. nice family room & car- tion, best offer Call
759-9921
cipes for our homemade who would like a crea- SOFA & love seat, good
Call 753-3415 until 5p.m., port
Located in 753-8430 or 759-4805
cakes. So let us ease the tive job in fashion & condition, rust patter- 1978 FLEETWOOD after 5p.m 753-7123.
Lynnwood Estates Must
cosmetic
s
mobile
Flexible
home,
3
BR,
ned,
$275.
Dark brown
2 rXTRA nice 2 BR apt. sell. 753-3975.
51
holiday work load- just
Campers
vinyl recliner, excellent bath, 14x70, $7500. Call in residenti
call 759-4492 or come by hours. Call 753-4981.
al area, 7 ROOM house in
1974
TERRY
Camper,
759-1674.
ARTIST
modelDecondition. $125. Call
410 Main St.- Pam's
dryer hook-up. Lease & country. 2 acres, good 27 ft Call 753-8487 after
partment of Art. Part- 753-6918 after 6p.m.
1086 BRIGADIER,
Cake Hut.
well, $7500 Call 436-2251 5p m
$230
deposit
required.
time, salary $5.00 per SOLID oak comer "T.V. 28x64, yellow vinyl sidafter 5p.m or weekends
hour. Experience in cabinet and VCR tape ing, 3 BR, 2 1/2 bath, Call 753-3415 until .5p.m.,
after 5p.m. 753-7123.
BY owner- brick ranch, 53 Services Offered
Gills Trucking
artistic sensitivity player. Call 753-6762.
den, living room, built3 BR, 1 bath, new roof &
preferred. Work will be
in microwave, like FURNISHED apartand Coal
insulation, lot 150x92. 2 MEN want to do yard
assigned according to TABLE
brand new. Must sell. ments, 1 or 2 BR's. No
work Tree trimming,
with
4
chairs,
840.000 759-1900 or 762N. 7th St., Mayfield
need for models for spring
436-2582 before 5p.m., children. No pets.
removal of unwanted
450. Call 759-1711. .
4632.
Zimmerm
an
Apts.
We Hail Lump and
S.
semester 1986. Contact
436-2525 after 5p.m.
TWO story house, new trees & shrubbery,
Department of Art, WHIRLPOOL heavy 1986 CAVALIER, 14x66, 16th St. 753-6609.
Stoker Coal
duty
washer,
only
per
$6
roof, new wiring, gas hauling & wood for sale
MUR
Cal
apts.
Murray.
Nor
Ky. 42071 5023 BR, 2 full baths, partly
No Job to big or small
Call 247-3797
week. Rudolph
heat,
sits on large lot at
thwood
Dr
762-3784. EOE M/F
1,
2
or
3
BR.
furnished. Owner movFree estimates Re
Goodyear Whirlpool,
1105
W
Main
Call
Now
rentinp
,
.
Equal
ing, must sell. Call after
ferences, experience
FREE monogramed
753-0595
Housing Opportlinity. 753-3642 days, 753-5738 Call Ronnie
5p.m. 435-4365.
753.0680REGISTERED
name on all appliques
nights.
759-4984
• 12;65 trailer for sale.
Earl 759,1683
done at Faye's, next to
NURSE
VERY
nice
3
BR
20, Sports Equipment
brick
See Brandon Dill at Dill NOW renting 1 & 2 BR
Pagliai's. 753-7743
• e Kentu.ckv State
apts. at Embassy, Car- at 806 Guthrie. 1 1,
GUN & KNIFE SHOW- Electric 759-1577.
Open daily till 6p.m.
bath,
recently
re,
n ,tentiary in Lyon
Personal care Ken Bar Resort & Club, FOR sale- 12x60 mobile dinal & College Farm decorated,
central air.
Rd. Apts. Call 7533530.
WANTED - Men,
,iinty has two imGilbertsville, Ky. Sat. home with 12x15 add
and
appliance
home for
s,
draperies,
women, boys and girls,
Nov. 22 9a.m.-5p.m., Part. turn. or unfurn. TAKING applications large I,R, new roof,
- Hdiate openings fOr
lots
of all ages, to attend
for
Section8. Rent of trees,
elderly person.
Sun. Nov. 23 $6300. Call 753-0807 or
-- ngistered
Nurse
garden spot.
Bible classes at the
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
9a.m.-4p.m. To reserve 759-1369.
quiet neighborhood
a,ary, range 518.096
Lake-Land Apostolic
BR.
Apply
Hilldale available now.
table space call FOR sale or rent- 12x65
146,000 4P Call 492-8879
Church, 402, Sunbury
24,1 44 annualisi
362-8652.
mobile home, 3 BR. Apts., Hardin, Ky. Call 753-7820.
Circle, Murray. SunSet-up on wooded lot E qual Housing
Redays at 10a.m
and
near Ky. Lake. 502-443- Opportunity
47
22. Musical
Motorcycles
ALL type masonry
6p.m. If you need a ride
Must be
2893.
PIANO,
CHRIS'S
Motorcycle work, block, brick.
Yamaha
call 759-1602.
Spinet.
.ensed
34. Houses for Rent
as
a
777ToT
near
Salvage & Repair,. Call concrete, driveways,
Excellent studio piano,
a egtStered Nurse or
sidewalks, patios, house
very good condition. Coldwater. Call 1 BR house, water 474-2313.
489-2611.
. ssess a yaiid work
furnished. Adults. $85 a HARLEY Davidson foundations, new
$1095. Call after 5 pm
month. Call 489-2267.
:
MIT issued by the
753-8824
1981 Sportster, wrecked chimneys or chimney
28. Mobile Homes for Rent I BR unfurnishe
d house in front. 2700 miles. repair. 25 years exT e"tuck, Board 04
perience. Free es1 BR mobile home. at Coldwater. 180 month $775. Call 759-1964
rsing
Surplus Units
24. Miscellaneous
timates. Call Charles
furnished, 2 miles east plus deposit. No pets.
Barnett 753-5476.
48. Auto Services
inge 01 benefits,
BED mats for all makes of Murray. Call Call 489-2267:
From South
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
1 YR. old, real nice,
& models Of pick-up 753-0780.
•••
•orl,ng
r•fe
and
Central Bell
Factory authorized for
trucks! Tool boxes for 2 OR 3 BR, furnished or BR house, 1 1/2 baths,
earth
insurance,
Tappan, Kelvinator and
compact trucks. Stokes unfurnished, some new carport, storage buildLocation:
-11rement plan, paid
Brown. Service on gas
Tractor 753-1319.
furniture, natural gas- ing, patio, central heat
Murray Auto
and electric ranges,
tion and s,ck
FIREWOOD for sale- electric, air con- & air, well insulated,
microwaves. disred oak, $25 rick de- ditioned Shady Oaks fully carpeted, WestAuction
hwashers, rewood Subdivision. $400
753-5209.
livered. Call 436-5430.
Contact Mr S Anne
frigerators, etc. Earl
Almo, Ky.
sale- Sears re- NICE 2 BR trailer, near per month. Deposit k
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753ChOat, Personnel Adlease required No pets.
Murray.
frigerator
No
pets
,
$150;
Call
gas
5 mi. north of Mur5341.
Call 759-4406
ministrator, Kentucky
cook stove & oven. $35' 489-2611
2-3 BEDROOM house,
ray on Hwy. 1824,
several guns; Coke
State Penitentiary,
Parts 307 North 7th $175 per
ALUMINUM
machine, $60; boat- 29. Heating and Cooling
Route 2, 01d Eddyviiie,
formerly Hwy.641
Minor Repairs
month. Call 753-2475.
mtr-trailer; Yamaha
SERVICE CO.
P0 Box 128, Ed750 mic $350: portable
2 BEDROOM. 2 bath,
Thurs. Nov. 20th
Interior Work
Aluminum and vinyl
dyv,Ite.
KY
11 h.p. gas compressor.
partly furnished house.
Detailing
siding. Custom trim
at 5:45 p.m.
No
753-9921.
pets.
42038-0128
$200
per
month
502
New Kerosene
work. References
plus 8200 deposit. RegooD clean 55 gallon
388 221 1
Included are cars,
Heaters
Call Will Ed Bailey
ferences required. 753drums. Ag Brokers.
trucks, and vans.
753-0689
9213
9500 BTU,
Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
JUST arrived- new
automatic ignition, 2 BR house. stove & 49.Used Cars
Terms: Cash or
APPLIANCE
refrigerator furnished,
shipment of Lawn
removable
previously approv- DOWNTOWN Murray Sweepers- Stokes
at 413 S. 10th St. Call 1967 THUNDERBIRD. SERVICE. Kenmore,
office seeking,. full time Equipment Co. 753-1319,
good condition, runs Westinghouse.
753-4079 or 474-2754.
fuel tank.
ed check.
Whirlpool. 25 -years
receptionist good at Industrial Rd.
6 ROOM house. 2 baths, good. 1963 2 -Ton
experience. Parts and
working with the
Sale Price
double garage, on Chevrolet. good condiICEROSENE heaters:
service. Bobby Hopper.
public. an excellent
Hwy 80 near Brewers. tion. reasonable. I de12,300 BTU- $79.99;
While Supply Last! Call
typist with general
liver logs for firewood & Bob's Appliance Ser527-7222.
16,000 BTU- $99.99.
vice. 202 S. 5th St.
knowledge of office Wallin
FOR rent- 4 room house slabs. Call 753-0467
Hardware,
Business 753-4872, 436procedure, knowledge Paris,
with bath. Couples only. 1973 VW Beetle Limited 5848 'home).
TN.
of computers helpfulEdition, A-I condition
No pets. 753-3177.
send resume to Job, LARGE, large, large 65,000 BTU Warm
7 5 3 - 9 7 1 0 , 1 5 0 0 APPLIANCE repairwashers- dryers.
P.O. Box 193, Paducah, selection of storage Morning gas heater, LA GE remodeled Canterbury. $1995
house, 1004 Main $325
buildings in stock for
refrigerators- rangesKy. 4.2001.
Only the sale of
like
CADILLAC
Sedan
new,
1977
$400.
Call
monthly.
immediate delivery.
Yearly lease.
air cond. George Hodge
WORKERS
deposit. Carpet Central Deville, white, 12500. & Son, 10 Dixieland
telephone vehicles T-10ME
Acree Portable 438-5366.
needed. Call for an
489-2802
after
6p.m
Call
WARM
Morning
coal or H/A. Stove, refrigeraBuildings, Mayfield,
Shopping Center 753a
intment- 753-7359.
open to public.
wood burning stove, $80. tor, freezer furnished. 1977 DELTA 88
yale. 4869.
Ky. 502-247-7831.
OFFICE & sales clerk
753-2964.
Call
owner.
Olds.,
door,
4
2
Would sell. 759-1265.
LEAVES, LEAVES CARPET installation,
needed. Must work Sat.
extra clean car with
pick up those leaves WARM Morning gas
professional service.
& Sun Good personality
new tires Call 436-2427.
with a new Lawn stove. $350. Call 37. Livestock-Supplies
5. Lost and Found
Also repairs. Satisfaca must. Call 354-6384
Sweeper from Stokes 759-1835.
tion guaranteed. Glenn
FOUND! A way to save Mon., Tues. or Fri. only Equipment Co. 753-1319, WARM Morning gas SIMMENTAL and
Need An
Bebber 759-1247.
Simbrah bulls Per1/3 the work or 1,3 the for an appointment.
heating stove with formance & semen
Industrial Rd.
CONTRACTOR- carcost on heating wood. A
blower
&
pipes,
Extra
excelOAK
Car
firewood.
For
Also,
tested. Excellent qualINSTRUCTION
pentry. painting Big or
new Blaze King Catahave slab wood. Phone lent working condition. ity. $650 & up Cadiz.
small we do it all
lytic wood stove's the
A Few
LEARN TO DRIVE 753-5476.
$350. Also, gas cooking Ky. 522-8794
Quality work done for
answer. See at Morstove, good working
TRACTOR-TRAILER
3 .MS9 BM
less. Free estimates
gan's Furniture, 503 E
14
Per
Day
order,
450.
Call
38.
436-2688.
Pets-Supplie
s
glass fireplace screen,
489-2663.
Washington. Paris, Tn
a very good condition. Call Wr have several used
15&G Builders. Ex14
Per
Mile
901-642-4179.
electric
heater for sale438-2289. after 6 .m.
perienced builders of
LOST- 12 week old
Dog Feed - 27%
Dill Electric 759-1577.
II
II
Rent From Gene At
rewoo
houses, garages &
chocolate lab puppy.
Super
Blend
storage buildings. Call
EXPERIENCE NEEDIEDI ere bon NIDI Oak, hickory, mixed
Lost in Crossland area. NO
OKI WON No need to qua marl fxti
Dwain Taylor
hardwoods- min. order- 31. Want to Rent
474-8000.
especially
forHas white flea collar. We ot Pert-INNeIrairxrp DOT
CortoNsia, 2 ricks$30/rick de- STUDENT graduation
DRIVE 1A'AYS- white
ei,
nom nap
Reward. Call 492-8233.
mulated
for hard
Chevrolet, Inc. rocked or graveled.
livered. For a full in May would like a
LOST: Collie. 10 months
ALLIANCE
measure- call John room or room & board
hunting dogs. 50
'044 TRAxt 'HANN,
Also. top soil. Call
old & German
502-753-2617 753-1537.
Boyer at 753-0338.
LEBANON IN
In a private home. Call
lb. - $9.50. Also
Shepherd, 1 yr old;
WEST KENTUCKY 753-7212.
both females. Lost
Call Toll Free Anytme HARDWOOD KILN
21% Rex - $7.25, 1977 MERCURY Bob
395Cat Wagon,
motor,
around New Concord
A-1 Fireplace and
32.
Apts
for
Rent
5900.
26% Joy -$12.50, power & air new
:
cond New
area. Reward offered
Gas Repair, Chimney
27% Puppy, 10 lb.
tires. Clean. Call 753
Call 753-0526, 753-1392.
1 BR duplex, partially
Cleaning, Masonary
2706 before 5p.m., 753
furnished, near hospital
LOST: wood splitting 9. Situation Wanted
- $2.95. Money
Work, Damper, Hood
after
5120
5p.m
& downtown Mature
maul around Wiswell &
back guarantee on
ENERAL house
and Firebox Repair
adults. Deposit reDoran Rd. Call 753-9479
1978 CADILLAC, $400.
cleaning. References
all.
quired. Call 436-5356 or
days, 759-1509 nights.
Call after 5- 30p.m 759
753-0953
supplied. Call after
753-0807.
1109.
LO T: yellow
white
3p.m.
759-4804.
2 BEDROOM furnished
gold Citizen ladies
1981 MONTE Carlo,
apt. South 8th St. Lease
watch. Maybe in or LADY to live-in with
57,000 mi. 1979 GMC NEED work on your
& deposit required. No
around Big Johns. Re- invalid lady. Board &
pickup. 1973 El Camino. trees' We can beautify
alai. Call 759-1661.
your yard by toping,
pets. 753-9208 after
ward. Call 753-2615.
Call 753-9921
shaping, dead-wooding
4p.m.
Isl
sEi a reliable child1981 TOYOTA Celica
or removing dead or
care person with plenty
2 BEDROOM duplex in
GT lift-back, extra nice,
diseased trees For
2-3 mo, old gray kitof love and space? Odd
Northwood, $285 per
S4,800. Call 382 2862
satisfaction call the
hours accepted. Please
month. Call 759-4406.
ten lost from corner
1984
Firebird,
RED
proven professionals at
call 759-4104.
2 BEDROOM furnished
of
Catalina
and
owner, 23,500 actual Bover's Tree Service.
WILL clean houses.
apt. All utilities in- AKC Yorkshire Terrier miles, AM/FM
Parklane. Reward ofcass
753.0338 The competiReferences. Call 759cluded. No deposit on puppies, small, heavy ette, excellent condi
fered. 753-8635 day. 4723.
tion knows us • you
electric. 8305 per coated, ready now. AKC tion. $6850. 753-7196
or should too
759-1594 night.
WILL rake 'leaves. Call
WOOD, $20 rick, you month. Call 753-6733 black female poodle. after 5p.m. 753-0292.
ODD job specialist.
AKC Maltese pup. Re
after 5p.m.
753-0019.
haul. Call 436-2261.
'76 CHEVY Monza, runs ceiling fans, electrical.
duced. 901-996-8128.
good, good tires, clutch. plumbing. fencing. You
Pointer, male,
Call 753-4880 leave name it, I do it. You
3 years; Setter female,
message & phone buy, I install
You
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
6 years; two door
number.
break, I fix Call 436aluminum
truck
dog
Gold
Slyer
box, $3513, for all. Call CLASSIC 1967 MGEi 2868 eve
Closed
Closed
convertible, fire engine PAINTING s Paper
753-0442 after 6p.m.
1. Learn to read
red, spoke wheels, hanging, commerical or
Yesterday
394.10 Yesterday
5.63
sharp looker Come residential, Free es43 Real Estate
2. Get a GED
Opened
Opened
over and haggle price
timates. References. 25
Improve
3.
Today
basic
skills.
388.00
HOPPERT
Today
ID itealty 436-5850.
5.51
years experience
offers a complete. range
Down
6 10
Down
4. InstrucVon FREE
.12
Tremon Farfts 7504967
le01.195"K*13•-cr It*, rtfy
of Real Estate services
°mailmen's of:
with a wide, selection of 250cc motor, 4 door,
Call 762-3027
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
quality homes in the power steering, $400
762-6971
NFFSHir
7 1 3 S. 121h Mummy. Ky. 42011
city k in the county. All call 759-4807
price ranges. Phone 50. Used
153 1113
Trucks
MSU Adult Learning- Center
7614222 for courteous,
VVe buy Gold Silver & Diamonds
competent Real Estate
Wr• loon money on enything of 1.010.•
Room 206
sale- 78 GM('
service. We make buy- pickup w,alr Also '80
Hours: 10• Melly. Closed Sund•y
Roy Stewart Stadium
ing & selling Real Plymouth. 6 cyl 753Estate easy for you.
6215
••

PAGE IS
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Services Offered

53

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
our needs
UTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous, gutters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops- sinkspanels, custom made
vanities Free Est 7539400
INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills, Call Sears
7 5 3 - 2 3 1 0 for free
estimate
JOINER'S complete
tree service. 32 yrs
experience
Also.
stumps mechanically
removed 10'' below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827
Satisfied references
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753-7203
MOBILE HOMr
Specialist Repair
leveling, underpinning.
roofs, floors, plumbing
wiring, hurricane
straps 759-4850

See Wayne Darnell
for fast service and
repair on boats,
motors, inboards,
trailers & farm equipment. Fiberglass
specialists. Buy, sell
or trade - used boats.
motors & trailers.
Hwy 94 E. 11/2 mi.
from
Murray
753-0079.

•

Services Offered

GENERAL Building
Repair. 20 years experience Rooting &
painting, indoor & outdoor Odd jobs No job
to small 474-8067
GENERAL HOMr
REPAIR 15 years experience Carpentry.
concrete. plumbing,
roofing. siding NO JOB
TO SMALL Free estimates Days 753-6973.
nights 474-2276

SMALL
CARPENTRY

ROOFING
Siding
Concrete work
Ad
ditions
Paint
General Carpentry
P A Molony
753136'2,
Free Estimates
SEWING Macrline
pair
All max
dry:
models Home & In
dustrial pag closing
machines Also scissor
sharpening 46 yrs
experience
All a' re
guaranteed
Kenneth
Barnhili 7 5li
Stella. Ky
TREE WORK r'nm
plete removal topp:ne
trimming
Experien ,- ed.
Wood 753-0211
WET B.A3EMENT' Wimake wet ra,-,eri.er.i.dr
'Aunt'.
guaranteed
write N1(.Te•
struction
409A
Pad',
42001 or call I-44-

Trurar

Onuers

AUCTION

FOR

FOR SALE

753-8087

$60.00

Call

753-7393

753-8300

Days?

1

1203

MUST
SELL

Shoemaker
Seed Inc.

AM/FM RadioStereo/8 Track
Player. $30
Call
753-3781
after 5:30 p.m.

4th & Chestnut 1
Murray, Ky.

ELHEW

LITERACY TRAINING
JTPA

F

FOR

Will Rake
Leaves
From Your Yard
Call 753-6481

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE
SOLID
RAISE C,

•
•
•
•

GUNCASES • MANTLES • B,
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • .ANiTIES
r
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE K FURNIrjpE

•

COMPITITtV1 PRICES Drop Ey & See 0,r DAP+ov

• 409 Sunbury Circle

•

753-5940

AUCTION
TRACTORS*COMBINE•EQUIPMENT

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER. 22. 1986
10,00 A M - RAIN OR SHINE
MR. HARVEY ATWILL
CAYCE, KENTUCKY
* 9 MILES SOUTH OF CLINTON, KY. •
11 MILES NORTHWEST OF FULTON, KY.
• 12 MILES EAST OF HICKMAN, KY. •
15 MILES NORTH OF UNION CITY, TN.
Sale Location From Cayce Ky Take .1,Ny 9-1
East 1 Mile To Hwy 1907 Proceec North 2
Miles To Sale Site" Signs Posted"

.

Mr and Mrs Harvey Atvvill Are A Highly Respectec
Fulton County Kentucky Family Atter Recently Seu,rig
Their Farm They Are Liquidating Their Farm Mac!'nerv
At Public Auction All Of The Atwill s Equipment Has
Been well Maintained And Shedded Don! Mss Ti-.
Opportunity To Buy Some Good Farm Machinery- Aqa
Deal With The Finest People Western KentL,cky Has To
Otter
For information Concerning Mr Atwisi s
Equipment Phone 502-838-6297
TRACTORS
John Deere 4230. C&A Quad 2 Hyd Valves Wts Se
038032R very Nice-•John Deere 4020 Diesel 5'ynCr0
2 Hyd Valves Wts SNT213R128661R Real Nice
COMBINE AND HEAD
John Deere 4400 Diesel C&A Chopper 213 Flex Platform SN 252521 Real Nice • John Deere 433 -Corn
Head
FIELD EQUIPMENT
John Deere 7000 Plateless 6 Row Narrow Planter w No
Till Coulters Insecticide Boxes • Dunham 12 Cu'
timulcher•Bush Hog!! Tine 3 PI Onset Plow w Gauge
Wheels•John Deere PG 630 Spring Shank Cult 3310,
•John Deere 110-14 Wheel Disc•John Deere AlS '3
Wheel Disc•John Deere 12'O350 Bushel Gra ,i C,r-r•
1500 Gallon Poly Water Tan. w Homente F.-hr •
Woods 120 Oft Set Pull Type 10 Rotary Cutter•8,0,,,12 Double Roller Cult, Pacwer • John Deere 16,- 8
Grain Drill w Seeder Attachment • Ford Front End
Loader•JohnDeere 506 3 Pt Plow
HAY AND FEEDING EQUIPMENT
New Holland 851 Round Baler•New Holland 451 Mower
w 7 Stade• New Holland 256 Rake• New Holland 417.2
Hay Cremper•M-C 9 Model E Rotary Scythe• 3 Pt
Fork •INC 1150 Grinder Mixer • John Deere R Mae.,."
Spreader•New Holland 717 Silage Cutter•John Deen,
216 Silage Wagon • Jamesway 20 S,ngie Auger s .
Unioader Complete w In Pod Motor And Cer•tros •
Clay 60 Automatic Bunk Feeder 3v Moto, And Contr.)",
•AC Silage Blower•Windpower PTO Tractor pr•yen Al
ternator Model 20 12PT2 120 230 Volts•Seve,a, A.,.^,
Gates • 550 Gallon Up Right cue, Tank • P-i,, l
Stu'. • Fuel Tank w Electric Pum.
TRUCKS
1965 Ford F-600 36 000 Actual Miles Grain Bed And
Hoist V-8 w 2 Speed Extra Good Rubber • 1977 Ford
Pickup V-8 Automatic
CONSIGNED EQUIPMENT
John Deere 4520 2 Hyd Valves Wts SN 002833R
'Real Good • John Deere 4020 Diesel Syncro 2 Hyd
Valves Nits SN 115427R Real Good • Amco WTF 12
Cutting Disc•Einthon 6 Row Narrow Danish Tine Cultivator w Roiling Fenders• John Deere 71 Unit 6 Row
No Till Planter w Hyd Markers •P8M 5 Shank Ripper
• Bush Hog 207-3 Pt 7 Cutler • Walton 3 PI Doubir
Windrow Hay Rake • Set Of 20 SOS Duals • Set or
159x38 Duals
THIS WILL BE AN OPEN SALE TO AREA
FARMERS SO COME PREPARED TO FIND
MORE EQUIPMENT BY SALE DAY
- CDIOPtETE SETTLEMENT- DAY OF SALE'
UP TO DATE SANK LETTERE-.A MUST"

JAMES R. CASH
14. AUCTIONEER II REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY 42039
(502) 623-6466 OR (502) 6234131114
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES al SEVERAL STATES

t
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Six people treated and released
following separate accidents

Sisney announces her
plans to seek office of
school superintendent
Sherleen Sisney. 1984 National
reacher of the Year, announced
today that she is seeking the
I )ernocratic nomination for Ken!iickN superintendent of public
instruction
Sisne‘ is a social studies
teacher at Ballard ,High School
in Jefferson County. She is also
founder and served as director
of New Foundations in Education an organization comprised
If business and community
leaders whose goal is to develop
partnerships between schools,
businesses and the community.
' Sisney, who made her announcenient today in Covington,
Lexington and Louisville, also,
plans to announce tomorrow in
Bowling green and Padiicah.
Sisney is a career educator
who said that her decision to run

for office was motivated by_her
desire to build upon the positive
aspects of Kentucky's education
system
"Serving as superintendent of
public instruction will be am tipportunity to improve upon
educations' investment in Kentucky's most valuable resource,
our children," she said.
Sisney added that as
superintendent, she would bring
to the state level her successful
experiences at the local level of
unifying the total community
behind the public schools.
She also said she would
refocus and redirect the state
Department of Education "to
become a support organization
for local school systems to improve education's ultimate purpose, which is the delivery of

Sherleen Stoney
services to the children."
Sisney, 40, began her teaching
career in 1968. She holds a
bachelors degree in secondary
education and social studies and
a masters degree in education.
She is a member of the Congress of Parents and Teachers
and the Kentucky Education
Association. Sisney lives in Prospect with husband Lee and
daughter Shara.

MST ready for Chisholm lecture Thursday
Former L S Rep. Shirley
Chisholm. who recorded two
polluca firsts for black women
in the history of the United
States. wit lecture at Murray
State University on Thursday
evening. Nov 20.
She 1.4.111 speak at 7 p.m. in the
theater of the Curris Center.
Sponsored by the University
Center Board, the lecture is
open to the public at no admission charge.
- Ms Chisholm was the first

black woman electect to the U.S.
Congress in 1969. In 1972 she
became the first black woman to
campaign for the Democratic
Party nomination for president.
She served as chairman of the
Education and Labor Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Eduction
in the U.S. House of ReprXsenttives and became the only
woman and only black to sit on
the House Rules Committee. She
also served as a member of the

Black Caucus.
Ms. Chisholm served in Congress until her retirement from
politics in 1982. She continues to
teach and lecture throughout the
nation and to write of her
experiences.
Her writings include two
books, "Unbought and Unbossed," her autobiography, and
"The Good Fight," the story of
her 1972 bid for the presidency.
A third bood is scheduled for
publicatikon in 1987.

Mayfield woman's car collides with deer
A Mayfield woman was listed
iii satisfactory condition at a
l'aducah hospital after she was
tnjured when the car in which
he was riding collided with a
,leer.
Mozella Rogers: ./3, suffered
head and chest injuries when a
deer was knocked into the windshield of a car drive by Edward

Rogers, 64, of Mayfield
Kentucky.State Police said the
deer was struck by a car driven
by Jean Daily, 56, of Fulton and
knocked into the windshield of
the Rogers vehicle which was
northbound on Ky. 303 about
seven miles south of Mayfield.
Sunday's accident was the
10th Graves County wreck in

November that involved a deer,
state police said, and the 19th of
the month'in the 11-county area
served by the state police post.
Calloway County has reported
one accident involving a deer
this month. Others include McCracken (three), Lyon (two),
and one in Trigg County. A
Carlisle County accident last
week involved two deer.

•
Six people were treated and
released from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for injuries sustained in three separate traffic
accidents during the past
weekend, according to a hospital
spokesman.
Three Graves County women
were taken to the hospital about
midnight Saturday after the car
in which they were riding missed a turn and went into a ditch
on the 121 Bypass.
According to the Murray
Police Department, the driver of
the car, Hilda C. McClain of
Mayfield, was northbound on
Coldwater Road when she failed
to make the turn west onto Ky.
121. McClain and two
passengers in here car, Mettle

Five years...
((ont'd from page 1)
— July 1980. The grand jury
returns its first indictments.
Then-state Sen. Woodrow
Stamper of West Liberty and
Lexington real-estate appraiser Robert Link are
charged with engineering the
state's 1977 purchase of Hidden Valley, a defunct Powell
County dude ranch, for use as
a prison. Stamper is acquitted on some counts and the
jury deadlocks on others.
Link is acquitted of all
charges. Stamper, in poor
health, is never retried.
— February 1981. Former
Democratic Party Chairman
Howard P. "Sonny" Hunt Jr.
is indicted on 22 charges that
center on an insurance commission kickback
scheme. One year later, Hunt
pleads guilty to charges of
mail fraud and signing a false
income-tax return and is
sentenced to three years in
prison. He also is found in
contempt of the grand „jury
for refusing to testify. He
reports to prison in August
1982. Of nine people indicted

Courtney, Mayfield, and Rebecca Sullivan, Wing°, were taken
to the hospital by MCCH ambulance but were not admitted.
Two accidents within 15
minutes of each other Friday
resulted in three people being
taken to the hospital but, again,
none were admitted.
The first wreck occured shortly after 6 p.m. when a car driven
by Tammy D. Scott struck a
utility pole on Doran Road. Investigating officers said the
right wheels of the car apparently slipped off the pavement
causing Scott to lose control of
the car which slid into the pole.
Scott and Shawna Scott, 5,
were both taken to the hospital
where they were treated and

released.
The second accident Friday
occured near the intersection of
16th Street and Calloway Ave.,
when a car driven by Wesley S.
Cook of Rt. 5, collided with a car
driven by Paul W. Andrews,
Benton, knocking the Andrews
car into a car driven by Pam
Thurmond of Edinborough
Drive.
City police said all three
vehicles were northbound at the
time of the accident and that the
Andrews car was stopped in
traffic.
Cook was taken to the hospital
for treatment of apparently
minor injuries but was not admitted, the MCCH spokesman
said.

by the grand jury, Hunt is the
only one to have served time
in prison.
— July 1981. Former Insurance Commissioner
Harold B. McGuffey of
Smiths Grove is indictd on
mail fraud and extortion
charges for his role in the insurance kickback scheme.
Prosecutors later drop the
charges.
— December 1981. David
W. Clark of Frankfort, vice
president of a company that
received $8 million in non-bid
engineering contracts during
the Carroll administration, is
indicted for perjury, contempt and mail fraud. He is
accused of lying when he fails
to tell the grand jury about an
Oklahoma oil deal involving
Carroll and Hunt. During the
June 1982 trial, U.S. District
Judge Bernard T. Moynahan
acquits Clark of one charge
and sets aside a guilty verdict
on another. During a second
trial, Moynahan also orders
acquittal.
During the trials, Carroll
refuses to answer questions,
claaiming his Fifth Amendment protection against selfincrimination. During Clark's
second trial in June 1983,
federal prosecutor John Fit-

zgibbons discloses that he
recommended Carroll's indictment but was overruled
by his superiors in
Washington.
— December 1981.
Louisville lawyer Walter J.
Swyers Jr. is indicted for
criminal contempt. At the end
of his tangled legal proceedings, Swyers is acquitted
on Moynahan's order.
— February 1982. Jack C.
Lewis, former state social
services commissioner, is indicted for perjury in connection with the Hidden Valley
deal. The charge is eventually dismissed.
— June 1983. James E.
Gray of Frankfort, state
Cabinet secretary and
transportation secretary
under Carroll, and Charles J.
McNally of Prestonsburg, a
former member of the Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance, are indicted for
their roles in the insurancecommission scheme. They
are convicted of mail fraud
and conspiracy and are free
pending appeals to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
— July 1983. The term of the
second grand jury comes tc
an end.
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1
Save
'
t‘

on Wall Saver and
Rocker Recliners
Now's the perfect time to enjoy Wall
Saver • convenience or rocking-reclining versatility! Choose from modern or
traditional styles and sink into the
contours for a comfortable seat!

Traditional

Wall Saver'
Enjoy big
ed
buftoh-tuff 629
comfort,
roil arms.
9
richPadded
fabric

•

Transitional Luxury!

95

299

Sit back and relax in this
comfortable Wall Saver' recliner with thick tufted back,
soft roll-arms and a thickly
padded seat cushion.

Lay-A-Way
For Christmas

'Thurman s
FURNITURE

208 Main, Murray
Free Delivery

